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LG #14  LO #1 Steep grain 

Instruction sheet 

This learning guide is developed to provide you the necessary information 

regarding the following content coverage and topics: 

 Work requirements are identified with relevant personnel 

 Personal protective equipment are selected, fit and used according to work health and 

safety requirements 

 Equipment status and condition is confirmed 

 Equipment are set up, started and monitored according to operating procedures 

    Grain is transferred from storage into steeping equipment 

    Hoses or other wetting equipment are placed correctly to ensure uniform hydration and 

to avoid damage to grain 

    Grain is immersed, drained and rested for the specified number of cycles 

     Moisture content of grain is monitored during air resting to determine when it is ready 

for transfer to germination vessels 

 Waste water is discharged to treatment or holding or other facilities according to 

enterprise and regulatory environmental guidelines 

This guide will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the 

cover page. Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able 

to: 

 Identify  work requirements with relevant personnel 

 Select, fit and use  personal protective equipment according to work health and 

safety requirements 

 Confirm  equipment status and condition  

 Set up, start and monitor equipment according to operating procedures 

 Transfer  Grain from storage into steeping equipment 

 Correctly place  Hoses or other wetting equipment to ensure uniform hydration 

and to avoid damage to grain 

 Immerse, drain and rest grain  for the specified number of cycles 

 Determine moisture content of grain is monitored during air resting when it is 
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ready for transfer to germination vessels 

 Discharge waste water to treatment or holding or other facilities according to 

enterprise and regulatory environmental guidelines 

Learning Instructions:  

1. Read the specific objectives of this Learning Guide.  

2. Follow the instructions described below.  

3. Read the information written in the ―Information Sheets‖. Try to understand what 

are being discussed. Ask your trainer for assistance if you have hard time 

understanding them. 

4. Accomplish the ―Self-checks‖ which are placed following all information sheets.  

5. Ask from your trainer the key to correction (key answers) or you can request your 

trainer to correct your work. (You are to get the key answer only after you finished 

answering the Self-checks). 

6. If you earned a satisfactory evaluation proceed to ―Operation sheets  

7. Perform ―the Learning activity performance test‖  which is placed following 

―Operation sheets‖ ,  

8. If your performance is satisfactory proceed to the next learning guide,  

9. If your performance is unsatisfactory, see your trainer for further instructions or go 

back to ―Operation sheets‖. 
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Information sheet-1-Iidentifying work requirement 

1.1 Introduction  

Operating malt grain preparation involves operating grain steeping, germination and kilning 

process according to standard operating procedures and setting up and operating equipment 

based on equipment start up and operating standards. Malt grain   preparation begins with the 

careful selection of grain, storing the grain within standard condition, performing laboratory test 

to ensure the raw grain and malt are within specifications, identifying batch requirements and 

product specifications, identify occupational hazards and safety measures. 

As a maltster you are required to operate malt grain preparation   and apply standard operating 

procedures. The first issue before starting operating malt grain preparation is to identify  kinds 

of grains and their quality, making laboratory test and selecting the required type based on the 

food safety standard. 

To be successful on this unit of competency   you have to use every opportunity in workshop, 

and cooperative training. On compilation of the training and though the hands-on practice 

given, within a self-study environment and the sub course text, you will acquire some of the 

basic skills and techniques involved with these processes. 

1.2 work requirements 

Malting is the process of converting barley or other cereal grains into malt for use in brewing, 

distilling beverage, or in foods and takes place in a malting, sometimes called a malthouse, or 

a malting floor.  

   1.2.1 Identifying malt grain  

Barley 

Barley, a cereal grain that has been cultivated for millennia grows in two-row, four-row, or six-

row form, as distinguished by the number of seeds on the stalk of the plant. Four-row barley is 

unsuitable for brewing. The two-row type because it has a better starch/husk ratio and 

because of its malty flavors it is suitable. The six-row type is suitable because of the higher 

levels of diastatic enzymes and protein, which makes it better suited for mashing adjuncts, 

such as corn or rice. 

Six-row Barley Malt  
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Generally, six-row barley has a higher enzyme content for converting starch into fermentable 

sugars, more protein, less starch, and a thicker husk than two-row barley. The higher level of 

diastatic enzymes makes six-row barley desirable for conversion of adjunct starches (those 

that lack enzymes) during mashing. On the down-side, the higher protein content can result in 

greater amount of break material (protein-polyphenol complexes) during wort boiling and 

cooling, as well as possibly increased problems with haze in the finished beer. 

Two-row Barley Malt  

Generally, two-row barley has a lower enzyme content, less protein, more starch, and a thinner 

husk than six-row barley. 

     

                                                   6 row barely              2 row barley 

                                                               fig 1 types of grain 

High quality malting barley should have the following characteristics: 

• Pure lot of an acceptable variety 

• Germination of 95% or higher (3 day test) 

• Protein content of 11% to 12.5% (dry basis) 

• Moisture content of 13.5% maximum 

• Plump kernels of uniform size 

• Fully mature 

• No signs of pre-harvest germination 

• Free from disease 

• Free from frost damage 

• Not weathered or deeply stained 

• Less than 5% peeled and broken kernels 

• Free from heat damage 

• Free of insects, admixtures, ergot, treated seeds, smut and odour 

• Free of chemical residues 

Wheat Malt 
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Wheat malt, for obvious reasons, is essential in making wheat beers making up to 100% of the 

grist, including the German Weissbier (white beer) and Weizenbeer (wheat beer). Wheat is 

also used in malt-based beers (3-10%) because its protein gives the beer a fuller mouthful and 

enhanced beer head stability. Other benefits claimed are improved beer clarity and palate 

fullness (6). On the down side, wheat malt contains considerably more protein than barley 

malt, often 13 to 18%, and consists primarily of glutens that can result in beer haze. Compared 

to barley malt it has a slightly higher extract, especially if the malt is milled somewhat finer than 

barely malt. European wheat malts are usually lower in enzymes than American malts, 

probably because of the malting techniques or the varieties of wheat used. 

 

Fig2 wheat malt 

 

Rye Malt 

Rye malt, like wheat malt, is huskless. It yields less extract than the other malts previously 

discussed and is slightly darker than barley or wheat malt. 
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Fig3 rye malt 

1.2.3 Grain Bin Hazards and Safety Considerations 

Hazardous Atmospheres (oxygen deficiency, toxic gases, allergens) 

The atmosphere inside of a grain bin can be hazardous in a number of different ways. 

Microbial action (i.e., decay of grains by bacteria, growth of mold, fungi, etc.) can result in 

production of metabolic gases (i.e., carbon dioxide, nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen 

tetroxide, etc.) and consumption of oxygen. Contact with mold and fungi can result in lung 

ailments and allergic reactions, such as Organic Dust Toxicity Syndrome (ODTS) and Farmer‘s 

Lung. 

 Store only adequately dried, top-quality grain to reduce spoilage. 

 Keep insect and animal infestations to a minimum. 

 Regularly clean the bin and seal penetrations between uses. 

 Conduct fumigation only if properly trained, and always in accordance with label 

directions.  
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 Observe all restricted entry requirements. 

Fire/Explosion 

Accumulations of grain dusts can create flammable/explosive atmospheres. Grain bin fires are 

often difficult to fight and result in an explosion. Grain dust explosions often have a cascading 

effect that causes a secondary explosion after an initial and often smaller explosion. Dust from 

corn, mixed grains and wheat are all considered to have strong explosive properties. Four 

conditions must be present for an explosion to occur. First, dusts in the atmosphere must be 

combustible. Secondly, particles must form a cloud exceeding the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) 

concentration. Thirdly, dusts must be confined. Lastly, an ignition source must be present. 

Welding and the operation of a bucket elevator, which may create static electricity or sparks, 

are often the direct cause of an explosion. 

• Make sure the ventilation system is in good working order. 

• Ensure that grain dust accumulations, especially on horizontal surfaces, are kept to a 

minimum (<1/8‖) with regular cleaning, especially near ignition sources (e.g., fans, blowers, 

motors, etc.). Remove accumulated dusts with a vacuum. Avoid sweeping. 

• Ensure that all electrical connections meet code requirements. 

• Do not smoke or conduct other open flame operations when there is potential for suspended 

grain dusts at or above the LEL. 

Falls 

Working at heights in and around a grain bin poses a fall hazard. 

• Steps leading to the top grain bin hatches are preferred. 

• Ladders more than 20 feet high require caged steps. 

• When performing tasks at elevated heights, an employee may need fall protection. See EHS 

SOPs, Personal Fall Arrest Systems and Elevated Work Surfaces. 

Electrocution 

Electrocution is an often overlooked hazard with grain bins. An auger may come into contact 

with overhead wires while being moved, causing the electrocution of an employee. Poles used 

to dislodge crusted grain can contact overhead power lines. The National Electrical Safety 

Code (NESC) sets standards for the location and heights of electrical supply lines and 

equipment around grain bins. Figure 3 shows the distance requirements between power lines 

and a grain bin. 

Entanglement 
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Unguarded augers, PTOs, and other moving parts present an entanglement hazard, as does 

the sweep auger inside the bin. To avoid these hazards, ensure that all equipment is properly 

guarded, covers are replaced after servicing equipment, avoid loose-fitting clothes, and do not 

operate the sweep auger, downward augers or stirrers while inside the bin. Consult the 

National Grain and Feed Association publication titled ―Guidance for Sweep Auger Operations 

in Grain Bins‖ available on the NGFA website. 

Engulfment/Entrapment 

While loading and unloading operations present an obvious engulfment/entrapment hazard, 

stored grain is also dangerous. Air pockets or voids can shift and cause stored grain to flow. 

Do not enter grain bins during active loading/unloading or while grain is stored within. Entry in 

the presence of grain should be conducted only when there is no other alternative, and then 

only in conformance with the following conditions and/or procedures: 

1. Grain is less than waist deep, and applicable lockout/tag out procedures have been 

Implemented to prevent grain addition, removal, or other  movement.  

          2. The atmosphere in the bin is not hazardous, adequate ventilation has been  

                   established, and no  work to be conducted in the bin has the potential to create a   

                   hazardous atmosphere. 

          3. A co-worker is present outside of the bin, verbal communication is maintained, and    

    the co-worker has a readily available means of summoning emergency responders. 

If these conditions cannot be met, consult with EHS to develop appropriate entry procedures 

that conform to UNL‘s Confined Space Entry and Lockout/Tagout Programs. 

Other Safety Considerations 

• Do not alter the structure. Alterations may impact the structural stability of a grain bin.    

Adhere to all manufacturer‘s recommendations and specifications. 

• Ensure adherence to the manufacturer‘s base foundation and installation 

specifications when erecting a bin. 

• Arrange for prompt evaluation of potential structural damage by a structural engineer   

   or manufacturer‘s representative. 

• Observe uniform, center-filling to avoid uneven sidewall stresses. 

• Observe the manufacturer‘s limits on unloading rates/equipment to avoid creating a  

   vacuum within the bin. 

• Ensure that roof vents are unobstructed and operational. 
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Self-check 1 
Written test 

 

Name……………………………………………   ID………………………… Date……. 

Directions:  Answer all the questions listed below. Examples may be necessary to aid some 

explanations/answers.  

           I Choose the best answer 

1. which one the following barley type is suitable for brewing (4) 

      A. six row      b. four row   c. two row  d. a& c 

2 High quality Barely  has 14% moisture content (4)  A. true B .False 

         II. Answer briefly the following  

1. what is your workplace responsibility as malt grain preparation operator. (10pts) 

2. List types of malts grain(10pts) 

3.list safety consideration that should  be followed working with grain bin stores(12) 

 

Note: Satisfactory rating - 20 points           Unsatisfactory - below 20 points  
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Information Sheet 2- selecting, fitting  and  using  personal protective  equipment 

 

2.1 Introduction  

PPE is intended to be an adjunct to other control measures and not the primary control. The 

need for PPE shall be based on risk assessments and only after other controls have been 

considered. PPE and administrative controls are the lowest on the hierarchy of controls 

measures. PPE does not control the hazard at source and is not to be relied upon as the main 

control measure unless it is used as an interim measure before more effective controls can be 

established, if other controls are not possible or not completely effective or and in emergency 

situations 

Manual handling accounts for most of the injuries in breweries: hands are bruised, cut or 

punctured by jagged hoops, splinters of wood and broken glass. Feet are bruised and crushed 

by falling or rolling barrels. Much can be done to prevent these injuries by suitable hand and 

foot protection. Increase in automation and standardization of barrel size (say at 50 l) can 

reduce the lifting risks. The back pain caused by lifting and carrying of barrels and so on can 

be dramatically reduced by training in sound lifting techniques. Mechanical handling on pallets 

can also reduce ergonomic problems. Falls on wet and slippery floors are common. Non-slip 

surfaces and footwear, and a regular system of cleaning, are the best precaution. 

Handling of grain can produce barley itch, caused by a mite infesting the grain. Mill-worker‘s 

asthma, sometimes called malt fever, has been recorded in grain handlers and has been 

shown to be an allergic response to the grain weevil (Sitophilus granarius). Manual handling of 

hops can produce dermatitis due to the absorption of the resinous essences through broken or 

chapped skin. Preventive measures include good washing and sanitary facilities, efficient 

ventilation of the workrooms, and medical supervision. 

Even where engineering controls and safe systems of work are applied, some hazards might 

remain. These include injuries to: 

 the lungs, eg from breathing in contaminated air  

 the head and feet, eg from falling materials  

 the eyes, eg from flying particles or splashes of corrosive liquids  

 the skin, eg from contact with corrosive materials  

 the body, eg from extremes of heat or cold  
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In order to prevent such kinds of inevitable workplace hazard it is recommended to use the 

appropriate personal protective equipment. 

2.2 Selecting   PPE 

Before any PPE is used it should be inspected to ensure: 

 A good fit on the user -consider the size, fit and weight of the PPE 

 Is being used correctly 

 Is appropriate and effective to protect the wearer from the hazards it is intended to 

control. 

 Does not introduce any new hazards for the task to be performed 

 Is in good working condition 

If more than one item of PPE is worn at the same time, make sure they can be used together, 

eg wearing safety glasses may disturb the seal of a respirator, causing air leaks 

   2.3 Fitting and using personal protective equipment 

 Never allow exemptions from wearing PPE for those jobs that ‗only take a few minutes'  

 Check with your supplier on what PPE is appropriate – explain the job to them 

 If in doubt, seek further advice from a specialist adviser 

2.4 Maintenance 

PPE must be properly looked after and stored when not in use, eg in a dry, clean cupboard. If 

it is reusable it must be cleaned and kept in good condition.  

 using the right replacement parts which match the original, eg respirator filters  

 keeping replacement PPE available  

 having a supply of appropriate disposable suits which are useful for dirty jobs where 

laundry costs are high, eg for visitors who need protective clothing  

 Employees must make proper use of PPE and report its loss or destruction or any fault in 

it.  

2.5 Monitor and review 

 Check regularly that PPE is used. If it isn‘t, find out why not  

 Safety signs can be a useful reminder that PPE should be worn  

 Take note of any changes in equipment, materials and methods – you may need to update 

what you provide 

2.6 Types of PPE 
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Head protection shall be worn whenever there is a danger of falling objects, entanglement, 

projectile objects or impacts to the head, people striking their heads on objects in the 

environment or require protection from UV rays. Types of head protection include: 

 safety helmets 

 safety caps 

 hats 

 hair nets 

Eye Protection shall be worn when there is risk of projectiles into the eye or face. Eye 

protection is to be suitable to give sufficient protection from the hazard, i.e. non-vented 

chemical goggles rather than safety glasses when mixing reactive or corrosive chemicals. 

Types of eye protection include: 

 safety glasses 

 goggles – laboratories, workshops, 

 shields 

 visors 

Body & Skin Protection shall be worn when there is remaining risks in the environment. 

Types of body and skin protection include: 

 Protective Clothing 

 Sunscreen & insect repellent 

 High visibility vests working at or near roadways or near moving traffic or moving   

       plant 

 Laboratory coats, heat resistant clothing, waterproof jackets 

Hand Protection shall be worn to protect the operator from contact with hazardous 

substances and dangerous goods. When selecting gloves selection must ensure the glove 

material is not 

reactive with the substance being handled. Types of hand protection include: 

 Special gloves - wrist or elbow length 

 Cotton, rubber, PVC, nitrile, nylon, etc 

 Stainless steel mesh 

Foot protection shall be worn wear there is a risk of objects dropping onto feet, or slip 

hazards present.  

Types of foot protection include: 
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 Steel capped boots 

 Non slip shoes, subject to the sole composition, ground surface and substance in the 

work area 

 Water proof boots 

Hearing protection shall be worn where there is risk of noise induced hearing loss,  

Types of hearing protection include: 

 ear plugs 

 ear bands 

 ear muffs 

 helmet mounted ear muffs 

Respiratory protection shall be used when exposure to the work atmosphere may be 

injurious to health.  

Types of respiratory protection include: 

 disposable face masks               

 half face respirators 

 full face respirators 

 air supplied filter units systems 

 Self contained breathing apparatus 
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            Laboratory room PPE                                          Malt house gown, shoe 

 

                                         Fig4 personal protective instrument 
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Self-check 2 
Written test 

 

Name……………………………………………   ID………………………… Date……. 

Directions:  Answer all the questions listed below. Examples may be necessary to aid some 

explanations/answers.  

  I. Choose the best answer  

1. which one of the following is different (4points) 

A. goggles   B. gloves   C. safety glasses   D. none  

2. When does head protection is required?  (4points) 

A. when there is a probability of spills on the floor   B. high risk of lung injury    C. 

Helmet    D. when there is danger of   falling objects  

3.   Personal protective control is the primary control (4pt)    A. False   B. True  

 II. Give a brief answer for the following questions 

1. what kind of  inspections are required when  selecting (5) 

2. list personal  protective  equipment  for  hand  protection(5) 

3. How does  PPE are maintained (4) 

4. On using PPE what kinds of  precautions should be considered(4) 

 

Note: Satisfactory 15 rating -           Unsatisfactory - below 15 points  
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Information Sheet3- Confirming equipment status and condition 

 

Equipment status is the health condition of the equipment which describes whether the 

equipment is in a working condition or does it need maintenance, cleanness, A condition-

monitoring task is a scheduled task used to detect the potential onset of a failure so that action 

can be taken to prevent such failure. A potential failure is an identifiable condition that 

indicates that a functional failure is either about to occur or is in the process of occurring. 

Condition-monitoring tasks should only be chosen when a detectable potential failure condition 

will exist before failure and the applicable task has a reasonable probability of detecting the 

failure. The first maintenance types that should be considered are those recommended by the 

manufacturer. Condition monitoring tasks should only be considered if they can be proven to 

be applicable and effective. 
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Information Sheet 4- setting up ,starting and monitoring equipment 

  

Monitoring includes ensuring that hygiene and sanitation standards are met, all safety guards 

are in place, and that equipment is operational and performing to specification. It may also 

include the calculation of raw materials. 

 4.1 Storage sanitation standard 

A pest may be thought of as ‗anything in the wrong place at the wrong time‘. They are usually 

categorized as rodents, insects, birds and mammals. 

Pests, including insects, rodents, mammals and birds, must be excluded from any 

manufacturing or storage premises as they are a significant potential source of microbiological 

and physical hazards. 

Rodents are known carriers of Salmonella and many birds carry Campylobacter, both of which 

are common causes of food poisoning. Pests can cause damage and financial loss through 

consumption of stock as well as damaging building fabric; for example, cases of fire have been 

attributed to rodents gnawing through electrical wires. 

Pest problems may also be an indication of poor standards of hygiene in general. 

Lack of effective pest control procedures can lead to loss of business, product recalls and fear 

from staff members working at the site. Legislation in many countries requires competent pest 

prevention and management programmes to be implemented. 

Pest entry cannot be prevented entirely, therefore control measures will be necessary. The 

presence of a pest infestation is often a symptom of a problem and the source, location and 

cause must be investigated so that these can be eradicated to minimise the likelihood of future 

infestations. The use of baits should not be considered as the first point of action. 

The design of any pest control system must consider the needs of the industry . This may be 

dependent on: 

 nature of identified pests 

 nature of raw materials 

  characteristics of finished products 

 nature of equipment 

 type of production process 

 condition and characteristics of buildings 
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 the environment 

 potential for future pest risks 

 Certification to standards which require special pest control considerations, such as 

‗organic‘. 

The selection of the control and monitoring methods, and the type and frequency of 

inspections, should be pertinent to these factors. 

4.1.2 Control 

Pest entry cannot be prevented entirely, therefore control measures will be necessary. The 

presence of a pest infestation is often a symptom of a problem and the source, location and 

cause must be investigated so that these can be eradicated to minimize the likelihood of future 

infestations. The use of baits should not be considered as the first point of action. 

 4.1.2.1 Rodent Control 

Integrated control may require the use of baits (see Figure) as part of a programme to control 

rodents but should not be viewed as the sole solution. Depending on the species causing the 

problem, the extent of infestation, the size and area of activity, alternative solutions may be 

appropriate; for example, if large quantities of alternative foods are freely available, long-term 

rodent control may best be achieved by improving hygiene.          

 

Fig 5 bait box 

If there is a possibility of rat activity or a significant risk attached to their presence, toxic baits 

(as approved by the relevant regulatory authorisation) may need to be considered; however, 

the source and habitat should be managed first and control may not require long-term use of 
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baits.A number of formulations are available for use to eradicate rodents, including edible bait, 

liquid bait, contact-bait formulations or fumigants (although this last option cannot be used 

internally for rodents). 

An assessment of the risks when handling and using products, such as that advised by the 

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (CoSHH), will be required prior to the application 

of any pesticide. This assessment will need to be reviewed on a frequent basis and certainly if 

there are any changes in use, pests or the environment. 

If the risks are relatively low, consider using a non-toxic monitoring system, both for 

environmental reasons and to safeguard against killing non-target species. This may, however, 

necessitate more frequent visits, potentially fortnightly or weekly. 

The position and distance between baiting and monitoring points will be determined by the site, 

environment and potential risk of pest activity. Attempts to formulate the number of baits or 

monitors required as, for example, ‗one per x metres‘ should be discouraged. 

Baiting points should be robust, of tamper-resistant construction and secured in place to 

prevent contamination risk to product in areas where non-target species (people or animals) 

may come into contact with any product. 

In secure areas such as within wall cavities where there is zero potential risk of non-target 

species, access by third parties or product contamination, alternative bait-box designs with 

non-spill bait formulation may be considered. Other baiting practices such as burrow baiting 

may be the most appropriate and effective method in some instances, provided that the 

CoSHH assessment does not contradict this process. It is known that chemical resistance is 

increasing within rodents, therefore periodic rotation of the active ingredients in poisons is 

good practice. If rodenticides are to be used on site, they must be sufficient in quantity to 

control the level of pests; underbaiting is one of the largest contributors to rodent tolerance. 

Continual rodent activity may be an indication of poor habitat management or failure to 

address issues such as proofing, hygiene, housekeeping or stock rotation. Only if all of these 

points have been appropriately addressed should ‗resistance‘ be considered a possibility. 

4.1.2.2 Fly-killing Devices 

Fly-killing devices are a common solution to assist with the control of flying insects. They 

attract flies by the use of ultraviolet (UV) light and come in a variety of designs, usually based 

on one of two technologies. Note that the requirements of target pests need to be assessed 
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before assuming UV fly-killers are best suited to their control; for example, fruit flies are not 

necessarily attracted by UV light 

 

Fig 6 fly killing device 

 

Fly-killing devices with electrified grids (usually referred to as electric fly killers - EFKs) kill flies 

via electrocution but have the disadvantage that body parts can be expelled out of the device 

either through the electrocution process or by wind blowing those body parts collected in the 

tray. Careful consideration, therefore, should be given to their position to ensure they do not 

pose a potential contamination risk to open product or preparation surfaces. 

Alternatively, ‗sticky board systems‘ are available which trap the flying insects on a sticky 

substance, preventing escape. The disadvantage of this ‗sticky board‘ design is that if the 

temperature fluctuates they may melt or harden; they may therefore not be suitable in very hot 

or very cold environments. They may also not be suitable for dusty environments and can 

become ‗full‘ and ineffective in high infestation areas. 
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The UV bulbs which are the core of most fly-killing devices pose potential contamination issues 

due to the potential for glass breakage; therefore the UV bulbs must be suitably protected. This 

can normally be achieved through use of bulbs with a protective sheath, i.e. shrink-wrap plastic 

(usually defined by a marker at one end), or the bulbs being inside a protective case.The 

luminosity of UV bulbs deteriorates over time and therefore they should be changed as a 

minimum every 12 months, ideally during spring so that they will be most effective during the 

highest-risk months. 

Each unit also needs to be serviced and maintained by a suitably qualified technician to ensure 

safe and effective operation. The company should consider the procedures for servicing and 

changing of bulbs to ensure that this operation poses no risk to product. Ideally this should 

occur outside of production hours; for example, during maintenance and cleaning periods. 

The fly-killing device should be of adequate size for the space it is required to cover or the 

required number of units provided – the pest risk assessment should contain this information. 

Units are usually manufactured to cover either 25, 50 or 75 m2 and this will be detailed within 

the manufacturer‘s specification. 

Positioning of devices is important to ensure their effective operation. They should be 

positioned: 

 away from other sources of UV light, i.e. away from windows and artificial lighting such as 

strip lights, as these are more powerful than the fly-killer bulbs . 

 appropriately for their purpose; for example, drawing flying insects away from the area to 

be protected. Units designed for wall-mounting have half the effective coverage area of 

similarly sized units designed to be suspended from ceilings; however, they may be 

appropriate in drawing insects away from high-risk areas. 

 away from doors, particularly external doors or windows, to prevent attracting insects into 

the building, and to avoid sources of air movement potentially causing insects to be blown 

out of the catch tray or diverting the flight of flies n to ensure they are serviceable and 

cannot be damaged 

 at the right location and height for the target pest; for example, house flies do not usually 

go above 3 m. 
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4.1.3 Monitoring 

A variety of monitoring devices are available which can be used to give an indication of pest 

activity, thereby allowing further investigation and the instigation of appropriate corrective 

action. 

 4.1.3.1 Pheromone Traps (Moth Pots) 

Pheromones are chemicals produced by some species of insects; ‗sex pheromones‘ are those 

which a female produces to attract a mate. Moths and cockroaches are well known for their 

pheromones, and these have been commercially produced for use in pest monitoring traps 

They are not a full control system; however, males lured into traps are prevented from mating. 

The contents of the traps should be analyzed for trends and to give information on pest 

activity, locations, populations and the effectiveness of treatments. 

 

 Figure 7 pheromone trap 
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Considerations for positioning of pheromone traps are similar to those for the positioning of fly-

killing devices (refer to section 10.2). They are likely to be used where storage of dry raw 

materials such as foodstuffs is required and may be positioned above such products. 

The shelf life of traps is usually three months because they degrade and are affected, for 

example, by temperature and wind; they are often color-coded to identify when they have been 

deployed, as date coding is usually inside the trap to ensure that they have been checked as 

well as recoded. 

Insect Monitor Pads 

Insect monitor pads contain either a food or pheromone attractant which is non-species-

specific and trap insects via a glue-based board .Their use will follow the pest assessment, but 

they are recommended in areas where there is a potential for crawling pest infestations and 

the need for constant monitoring to detect early infestations. 

 

Fig 8 insect monitor pad 

 

They provide information on the species of insect, potential source, population size, direction 

of movement, and location of established infestations. 

Consider carefully where to position crawling insect monitors within a site; they are often 

incorrectly placed with rodent baits. The target insects are often associated with machinery so 

monitors should ideally be placed nearby and, where safe to do so, around cracks, gaps and 

crevices, as insects are attracted by areas of food storage or potential harbourage sites such 

as inside machinery and under cupboards. 
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The pads should be exchanged according to manufacturer‘s recommendations (generally 

monthly); however, dusty or warm locations may require a greater frequency of replacement. 

4.3 Raw material calculation  

 The  amount of raw material needed depends on the size of  equipment and optimum    

Processing standard.the size (volume ) of equipment steeping vessel(eg conical steeping 

vessel ) is calculated as follow 

  

  

Example  

The diameter of a conical steep vessel is 4.9m. the height of the cylindrical part is 1.90m,that 

of the conical part is 2.40m.what is the volume of the steep? 

1) volume of the cylindrical part: 

   Vcy   = π × r
2×hcy 

                    =3.14 × 2.45×2.45×1.9 

                  Vcy = 35.81m3 

2) volume of the conical part 

Vc= π × r
2×hc/3 

     =3.14 × 2.45×2.45×2.4/3 

Vc=15.08m3   

 

3) Total volume of conical steep vessel 

  Vcy + Vc = 35.81m3+ 15.08m3 =50.89m3 

The conical steep vessel has a total volume of 50.89m3 
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Problem  

We wish to determine how much barley can be steeped in this vessel. 

We start from the average hl-weight of barley, which is about 70kg on steeping the volume of 

barley increases by 40% as a result of water uptake. Therefore since 1.40h1 steeped barley kg 

unsteeped barley =70kg unsteeped barely: 

             1.40h1=70 

             508.90h1=? 

             508.9h1= 508.9× 70kg  =25,445kg 

                                  1.40 

    25,445 t of barley can be steeped 

NB. Hl-hectoliter weight is the weight ,in Kg of 1001 of barley.in general a brewing barely has a 

hectoliter weight between 68 and 75 kg. 

 2 Theoretically to steep 1tonn of barley it is required about 0.7m3  water and in practice is 6m3  

In order to calculate the amount of water required for 25 tonn ; 

          Theoretical =25t × 0.7=17.5m3 

                                    1t 

          Practically=25t×6=150m 

                                                    1t 
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Self-check 4 
Written test 

 

Name……………………………………………   ID………………………… Date……. 

Directions: Answer all the questions listed below. Examples may be necessary to aid some 

explanations/answers.  

1. what kinds of tasks are included under equipment monitoring.(5pts) 

2. List pest control methods(10) 

3. Special pest control standards have no effect on pest control system design 

       A. True   b .false (3pts) 

4. Pheromone Traps works by using UV light.(2pts) 

        A. true         b. false  

            Note: Satisfactory rating - 15points           Unsatisfactory - below 15 points 
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Information Sheet 5-  Transferring  grain into steeping equipment 

 

During malting grain will be moved several times. The equipment used varies, but will usually 

include bucket elevators, helical screw conveyors (worms), belt conveyors and chain and flight 

conveyors. Less usually the grain will be moved using pneumatic conveyors. It is highly 

desirable that, to avoid cross-contamination, the equipment used to move grain is entirely 

separate from that used to move malt. The freshly delivered barley is conveyed to a `green 

grain' bin for temporary storage. Here it will remain, usually being ventilated with fresh air, until 

it can be pre cleaned and, if necessary, dried. Pre cleaning involves rapid screening to remove 

gross impurities, such as sand, straw, stones and string, which are either appreciably larger or 

smaller than the grains, and aspiration with air to remove dust. The dust from this and other 

locations is trapped in cyclones and textile-sleeve filters. The grain also passes over magnetic 

separators, which retain iron and steel impurities. The drying temperatures used are lower for 

more moist grain, because wetter grain is more easily damaged by heat. Batch drying can be 

carried out in malt kilns or in steeping, germination and kilning units (vessels; SGKVs) or in 

dedicated batch driers. In these the grain rests on a perforated floor or deck and warm air is 

passed through it, e.g., for eight hours, until the grain has been dried sufficiently. The grain 

then may or may not be cooled, depending whether it is to be committed to long-term storage 

or it is to be stored warm for a short period to overcome dormancy (i.e. to hasten post- harvest 

maturation). In flow-through dryers the grain passes downwards under gravity in a stream that 

is regulated by valves. The grain passes through a series of zones in which it meets air at 

different temperatures and is successively warmed, dried and cooled. If there is to be a period 

of warm storage the cooling may be limited or omitted, so that the grain reaching store is at 30-

40 oC (86-104 oF), rather than 15oC (59 oF) or less, which is desirable for long-term storage. 

This process is less rushed than pre-cleaning and so is more thorough. The grain is screened 

to remove thin corns and sometimes it is graded into size classes (e.g., above and below 

2.5mm width), which are malted separately. The screens used may be flat and oscillate 

horizontally or they may be rotating cylinders. Apart from aspiration, screening and passage 

over magnetic separators, this is all the cleaning required. However, with less clean samples it 

may be necessary to remove light impurities with air classification and foreign seeds and 

broken grains with Trieur cylinders or Carter-Simon disc separators. The clean barley may be 

stored in flat-bed stores, bins or silos. If storage is to be for an extended period then the grain 
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can be treated with an approved insecticide. If the grain is held relatively moist (>12%) it will 

have to be ventilated. At a 12% moisture content grain can be stored for some months at or 

below 15 oC, but for periods over about six months a moisture content of 10% is safer. Stores 

must be regularly inspected for signs of  insect infestation and fungal attack and depredations 

by birds or rodents. The temperature of the grain, determined by probes positioned at various 

sites and depths, should be recorded weekly and any undue increase acted on as a sign of 

deterioration. 

Grain is weighed on its way to the steep. If abrasion (limited physical battering or rubbing the 

grains together) is to be employed this is carried out in advance of steeping as grain can be 

treated at rates of only 10-12 t/h and malting batch sizes are often as high as 300 t, and so this 

amount of treated grain must be accumulated before steeping can begin. 

Historically, steeps were barrels or shallow troughs in which grain rested, under water, at 

depths of 1-2 ft. (0.31-0.62 m). Numerous patterns of steeping vessels have been used. Those 

preferred now are either flat-bed or conical-bottomed steeps. Flat-bed steeps are circular in 

plan view, and the grain is supported on a perforated deck above the true base, so there is a 

plenum beneath the deck. For a 200 t batch size the steep might have a diameter of 15m (49.2 

ft.) Initial depths (before the grain swells) may be 1.5-1.8m (approx. 4.9-5.9 ft.). Grain is loaded 

in from above, dropping through sprays of water that quench the dust, falling into water. The 

bed is leveled with a rotating spreader, called a giracleur. Air may be blown in beneath the 

deck while the grain is immersed, and in dry periods air may be sucked down through the 

grain. The steeped grain is discharged through ports impelled by the giracleur. Such steeps 

allow relatively even grain treatment, since the bed depth is comparatively shallow, but the 

water used to fill the plenum is `waste' and so effluent volumes are large. In addition it is 

difficult to keep the plenum chamber clean. 

Newer maltings usually employ various types of conical-bottomed steeps. As each steep should 

contain less than 50 t, to avoid deep cones with excessively high pressures on the grain in the 

cone base, a set of steeps is required for each batch of grain. Typically each steep consists of a 

vertical cylinder, closed below with a cone. Grain is loaded into each steep from above. The 

base of the cone contains a valve that retains the grain and water, a perforated zone through 

which the water can be drained while the grain is retained, an outlet through which air can be 

drawn during CO2 extraction during air rests and inlets through which compressed air can be 

supplied when the grain is being aerated when under water. Such steeps are `self-emptying'. 
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The cone angle is sufficiently acute to ensure that when the valve is opened the grain falls out 

in to a conveyor. This is one way of `dry-casting' the grain. An alternative method is to `wet-

cast' the grain, pumping it to the germination compartment slurried in water. In steep-

germination and steep germination-kilning vessels (SGVs and SGKVs) no transfer is required. If 

additives, such as gibberellic acid and/or sodium bromate are to be added it is convenient and 

economical to spray on solutions as the grain is conveyed from the steep. 

                               

 

                                                   Fig 9 steeping vessel                                                           
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Fig10  Steep house 

 

(1) steep silo                                                                Frischwasser = fresh water supply   

(2) presteep with central pipe                                       Abwasser       = waste water 

(3) main steep                                                               Gerste             =barley                                                                                               

(4) screw conveyor                                                        Luft                  = air                                                                                                     

(5) elevator 

(6) aeration 

(7) CO2 removal 
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Self-check 5 
Written test 

 

Name……………………………………………   ID………………………… Date……. 

Directions:  Answer all the questions listed below. Examples may be necessary to aid some 

explanations/answers.  

 

1. Why does  pneumatic  conveyors are not used to transfer grain?(5pts) 

2. What is the purpose of drying grain before storage? (5pts) 

3. What kinds of tasks are conducted on the way for steeping?(10pts) 

 

                       Note: Satisfactory rating - 5 points           Unsatisfactory - below 5points  
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                       Information Sheet 6-Immersing, draining and resting grain   

 

Malt grain selection, it can sometimes be hard to tell whether a given grain requires mashing or 

whether it can be simply steeped in water of the appropriate temperature. Mashing is 

necessary when the grain doesn't contain sufficient enzymes to convert its starch into sugars 

yeast can consume.  Steeping those grains without exposing them to the necessary enzymes 

will contribute starchy flavors to the finished beer and will reduce the alcohol content. Long 

steeping periods (45-60 minutes) can often achieve the effect of a mash provided that grains 

included in the steeping contain the necessary enzymes. 

Base Malts and Other Grains (must be mashed) Flaked Barley, Flaked Corn, Flaked Rice, 

Flaked Rye, Flaked Wheat, Golden Promise, Kolsch, Lager, Midnight Wheat, Pale Ale, Rye, 

Wheat 

Kilned Malts (should be mashed, but may be steeped) Aromatic, Biscuit, Brown, Cara Pils 

(Dextrin malt),Dark Munich, German Beech wood Smoked, Light Munich, Melanoidin, Munich 

Special Roast, Victory, Vienna 

Roasted Malts (can be steeped or mashed): Black Barley, Black Patent, Carafa 

Special Caramel, Cara Munich, Cara Vienne, Chocolate, Coffee Malt, Crystal, Honey, 

Light Roasted Barley, Pale chocolate, Roasted Barley, Special B 

Before malting, grain is screened and aspirated to remove large and small impurities and `thin' 

corns. To initiate malting it is hydrated. This is achieved by `steeping', immersing the grain in 

water or `steep liquor'. Later, the moisture content may be increased by spraying or `sprinkling' 

the grain. The steep-water temperature should be controlled. At elevated temperatures water 

uptake is faster but microbial growth is accelerated and the grain may be damaged or killed. 

The best temperature for steeping immature (partly dormant) grain is low (about 12, oC  53.6 

oF). For less dormant grain a value of 16-18 oC (60.8-64.4 F) is often used. As the grain 

hydrates it swells to 1.3-1.4 times its original volume. To prevent it packing tightly and wedging 

in the steep it may be loosened and mixed by blowing air into the base of the steeping vessel. 

This also adds oxygen to the steep liquor. The oxygen is rapidly taken up, both by the grain 

and by the microbes that multiply on the grain and in the liquor. Material is leached from the 

grain and enzymes from the microbes start to degrade the materials in the grain surface 

layers. Thus the liquor contains an increasing number of microbes, microbial metabolites and 

dissolved substances, it becomes yellow, gains a characteristic smell and may froth. Some of 
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the substances and the microbes in the liquor check grain germination. Infestations of 

microbes are undesirable. They compete with the grain for oxygen and reduce the percentage 

germination and germination vigour. Some produce plant growth regulators (including 

gibberellins) which stimulate or inhibit malting, others may produce mycotoxins which damage 

yeasts and/or are toxic to human beings. Some produce agents which cause beer to gush 

(over-foam), they produce some hydrolytic enzymes which may improve malt performance in 

the mash tun. Contamination with bacteria may give rise to worts and beers which are hazy 

with suspended, dead microbes  

 Steep water, which checks grain germination and growth if re-used, is periodically 

drained from the grain and replaced with fresh. The minimum acceptable number of 

water changes are used since both the supply of fresh water and the disposal of 

steep effluent are costly. Sterilants are not routinely used in steeps, but many 

substances, including mineral acids, potassium and sodium hydroxides, potassium 

permanganate, sodium metabisulphite, slaked lime water and slurried calcium 

carbonate and formaldehyde, have been used, as has hydrogen peroxide. `Plug 

rinsing' grain in the steep by washing downwards with a layer of fresh water, (with or 

without hydrogen peroxide or other substances), as the steep is drained is an 

economical possibility for removing suspended microbes, their nutrients and other 

substances. 

To control the microbes which produce mycotoxins and gushing-promoting agents it 

has been proposed that they should be swamped with `harmless' microbes which will 

outgrow the problem-causing species. Species investigated include lactobacilli and 

strains of Geotrichum yeast. The results appear promising, but these microbes will 

also compete with the grain for oxygen. Their use might be combined with a washing 

procedure. 

Air rests are used between steeps. After a steep has been drained air, which should 

be humid and at the correct temperature, is sucked  down through the grain. Such 

downward ventilation, or `CO2 extraction', assists drainage, provides the grain with 

oxygen, removes the growth inhibiting carbon dioxide and removes some of the heat 

generated by the metabolizing grain. In consequence, and in contrast to traditional 

practice, barley leaving the steep has usually started to germinate. When the grain is 

immersed it is partly anaerobic, and it ferments, forming carbon dioxide and alcohol 
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(ethanol), a proportion of which enters the steep liquor. Under such conditions the 

grain will not germinate. Under aerobic conditions fermentation is repressed and 

germination can occur. During immersions air may be blown into the base of a steep, 

providing some oxygen and lifting and mixing the grain. The onset of germination is 

indicated by the appearance of the small, white `chit', the root sheath (coleorhiza) 

that protrudes from the base of each germinated grain. Malting is a biological process 

that turns barley into malt. It is a three stage process, including steeping, germination 

and kilning. During steeping (soaking) the moisture content of the barley is increased 

to prepare the kernels for germination. Germination (growing) is carefully controlled 

with temperature, moisture and time to allow the kernels to progress to the point 

where the enzymes necessary for brewing are generated but the growth of roots and 

shoots is limited. Kilning (drying) reduces the moisture content of the kernels, stops 

the biochemical processes within the kernels, carefully preserves the enzymes 

generated during germination, and generates colour and flavour compounds.  

Steeping 

First, during steeping, the grain is added to a vat with water and allowed to soak for 

approximately 40 hours. During germination, the grain is spread out on the floor of 

the germination room for around 5 days. The final part of malting is kilning. Here, the 

malt goes through a very high temperature drying in a kiln. The temperature change 

is gradual so as not to disturb or damage the enzymes in the grain. When kilning is 

complete, the grains are now termed malt, and they will be milled or crushed to break 

apart the kernels and expose the cotyledon, which contains the majority of the 

carbohydrates and sugars; this makes it easier to extract the sugars during mashing. 

The purpose of steeping is to increase the moisture in the grain from around 12% to 

approximately 45%.This is achieved through successive immersions and air rests 

over a period of 2-3 days. During this process, the grain begins to germinate and 

therefore produces heat and carbon dioxide. In the immersion cycles, the grain is 

immersed in water and air is blown through the wet grain to keep the level of 

dissolved oxygen in the water high enough so as to not stifle the developing 

embryos. In the air rests, the carbon dioxide is removed. 
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Due to the varying degree of moisture tolerance of the different grains, steeping is a 

crucial step in the malting process. When the steeping process is complete, all of the 

grain should be evenly hydrated and show signs of germination. 
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Fig 11 grain steeping 
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Self-check 6 
Written test 

 

Name……………………………………………   ID………………………… Date……. 

Directions:  Answer all the questions listed below. Examples may be necessary to aid some 

explanations/answers.  

 

1 Explain briefly  the purpose steeping(5) 

2.  How long  does steeping  take(5pts)   

3.  Why  does CO2 is removed during steeping(5) 

4.  What is the importance of air rest (5pts) 

Note: Satisfactory rating -  10 points           Unsatisfactory - below 10 points  
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Information Sheet 7-Monitoring  moisture content of grain during air resting 

 

Introductions 

Moisture content influences the taste, texture, weight, appearance, and shelf life of malt. Even 

a slight deviation from a defined standard can adversely impact the physical properties of malt. 

For example, substances which are too dry could affect the consistency of the end product. 

Conversely, excess moisture may cause grain to clump together during germination and 

become problems during air turning task in germination process. Also, the rate of microbial 

growth increases with total water content, possibly resulting in spoiled batches that need to be 

disposed of. However, water is also an inexpensive ingredient adding to the weight of the final 

product. Hence, obtaining an optimal analytical value for moisture is of great economic 

importance to a maltster.For these reasons, malt analysts engage in the delicate balancing of 

moisture and total solids to ensure consistent product quality, safety, and profitability. 

7.1 Measuring Moisture Content 

Throughout steeping, but especially near the end, you should be tracking your moisture 

content. We take readings when we transition between steeps and air rests. 

7.2.1 Calculating moisture content from wet weight and dry weight 

Moisture Content of grain is usually determined on wet basis (wb), scientists sometimes use 

dry basis (db): 

MCwb = Moisture content wet basis [%] 

MCdb = Moisture content dry basis [%] 

Wi = Initial weight 

Wf = Final weight 

Conversion from MCwb to MCdb and back 

Sometimes it is needed go convert from moisture content dry basis to moisture content wet 

basis.  

Weight loss during drying 

During drying, paddy grain will loose weight due to loss of moisture: 

Wi = Initial weight [g] 

Wf = Final weight [g] 
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Example: 1000 kg of paddy is harvested at 25% MC, and dried down to 14% MC, what is the 

final weight of the dried grain? 

Final weight of grain = 1000* (100-25)/(100-14) = 872 kg of paddy at 14 % MC 

7.2.3 Using moisture analyzers  

Samples are taken during resting and analyzed for moisture content 

                                                                                         

    

Fig 12 moisture analyzer 
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Information Sheet 8-Identifying changes in grain during steeping 

 

The purpose of steeping is to increase the moisture in the grain from around 12% to 

approximately 45%.This is achieved through successive immersions and air rests over a 

period of 2-3 days. During this process, the grain begins to germinate and therefore produces 

heat and carbon dioxide. In the immersion cycles, the grain is immersed in water and air is 

blown through the wet grain to keep the level of dissolved oxygen in the water high enough so 

as to not stifle the developing embryos. In the air rests, the carbon dioxide is removed. 

 

 As the grain hydrates it swells to 1.3-1.4 times its original volume. 

 appearance of the small, white `chit', the root sheath (coleorhiza) that protrudes from the 

base of each germinated grain. 

 Color change 
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Self-Check 8 
Written test  

 

Name……………………………………………   ID………………………… Date……. 

Directions:  Answer all the questions listed below. Examples may be necessary to aid some 

explanations/answers.  

1. What kinds of changes  the grain shows  during steeping(10) 

Note: Satisfactory rating - 5 points           Unsatisfactory - below 5 points   
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Information Sheet 9-Discharging waste water to treatment or holding or other 

facilities 

 

Wastewater is water that has been changed in some way and is no longer suitable, or there 

are no means for reuse, and requires disposal or discharge 

Wastewater Discharge Pathways 

There are three main pathways that wastewater can be discharged to: 

10.1 SANITARY SEWER 

To the sewage treatment plant, this is often referred to as a Publically Owned Treatment 

Works (―POTW‖).  

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 wastwater discharge to sewer block diagram 

Most wastewaters are required to be discharged to the sanitary sewer, so pollutants can be 

removed by the POTW prior to discharge to surface water. Treatments include flocculation, 

settling, filtration, biological treatment, and disinfection. The POTW then discharges the water 

under its own surface water discharge permit. Treatment residue sludge must also be 

disposed of, usually by incineration; this imposes further restrictions on the type and quantity of 

wastewater pollutants. 

For these reasons, sewer ordinances based on federal law further set limits on discharge to 

the POTW. No discharge may for any reason cause, either singly or in combination with other 

discharges:  

 Interference with or adverse effect upon the operation of the POTW;  

 Interference with or adverse effect upon the POTW‘s sludge handling, use, or disposal;  

industry 

  Wastewater treatment 

 

Water 

treatment plant 

Sewage 

treatment plant 

   

   occean 
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 The POTW to exceed its influent design loading parameters;  

 

 The POTW to violate its permit, including but not limited to exceeding its permit limits;  

 A worsening of any condition which is causing the POTW to exceed its influent design 

loading parameter or violate its permit;  

 Pass through any substance into the receiving waters which causes or threatens 

pollution;  

 No discharge to a POTW may contain:  

 Any substance which causes or threatens a fire or explosion hazard in the 

POTW;  

 Any substance which causes or threatens corrosive structural damage to the 

POTW. In no case shall a substance with a pH less than 5.0 be discharged 

unless the POTW is specifically designed to accommodate such a discharge 

(GNHWPCA requires a pH of 5.5 to 9.5, WHWPCF requires a pH of no less than 

5.5 to state permit pH high limit;  

 Solid or viscous wastes in amounts which cause or threaten obstruction to flow in 

the sewers;  

 Heat in such amounts that the temperature of the POTW influent exceeds 

104.5°F, unless the POTW is designed to accommodate such heat.  

 

           Fig 13 Typical POTW layout 
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    10.2 A SURFACE WATER 

(such as a pond, stream, river,  ocean), either directly or to a storm drain that is connected to a 

separate storm sewer system.  

        

Fig 14 waste water discharge to surface water 

 

Some wastewaters containing minimal levels of pollution may be discharged directly to surface 

waters, or to storm drains leading to separate storm sewer systems. This includes stormwater 

run-off, certain non-contact cooling waters, certain hydrostatic pressure-testing water, and non-

chlorine containing swimming pool draining waters. Yale surface water discharges are mostly 

limited to storm water run-off to storm drains.  

10.3 TO THE GROUND 

Ground surface discharge infiltrates through the soil to groundwater, or sub-surface 

(sometimes called underground injection) can discharge directly to underground aquifers. Note 

discharge to hard-packed surfaces can run-off and eventually discharge to surface waters. 
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Fig 15 waste water discharge to ground 

Some wastewaters can be discharged to the ground, which actually provides some filtering 

and cleaning of the water, and in some cases is preferable to surface water discharges. 

Certain non-contact cooling waters, including condensate, open loop geothermal well returns, 

boiler blowdown from non-chemically treated boilers, building and pavement power washing, 

stormwater, and swimming pool wastewater, may be authorized for discharge onto or into 

ground. Sufficient absorptive capacity must be available to avoid run-off. 
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Self-Check 9 
Written test  

 

Name……………………………………………   ID………………………… Date……. 

Directions:  Answer all the questions listed below. Examples may be necessary to aid some 

explanations/answers.  

I. answer the questions as  

1 The types of water discharge path ways 

     2.   Explain waste  water discharge pathways difference 
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Operation Sheet – 1 procedures on immersing, draining and resting grain 

 

1. Choose a grain. 

Determine what flavor you‘re aiming for and pick appropriate specialty grains to complement 

your recipe. A great way to focus on the steeping procedure is to use only one type of grain.  

2. Prepare the grain. 

  Grading and cleaning of selected variety of barley is conducted 

3. Add  Water 

   Fill the steep vessel with the initial steep water  

4. Put the barly in the vessel by dropping it on a deflector plate 

5. Collect kernels 

Collect floating   kernels   in an overflow 

6. Change the steep water 

 Change the first steep water and after six hours  aerate the barley 

7 Drain off the CO2 formed for 10 to 15 min in every hour  
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LAP TEST  
Performance Test 

 

Name……………………………….           ID……………………………..                                                     

Date……………………………………. 

 

Time started: ________________________ Time finished:  ________________ 

 

Instructions: Given necessary templates, tools and materials you are required to perform the 

following tasks within 1 hour. The project is expected from each student to do 

it. 

Task1 perform the steeping process 

Task2 determine moisture content   
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LG #15 LO#2 -Germinate grain  

Instruction sheet 

This learning guide is developed to provide you the necessary information 

regarding the following content coverage and topics: 

 Feeding grain into germination vessel or floor 

 Setting up, operating and monitoring turning and air blowing equipment  

 Monitoring  green grain for humidity, temperature, moisture, chitting  /acrospires, and  

general condition 

 Adjusting  rate of turning, humidity and temperature  

 Identifying changes in grain during germination 

 Transferring  modified green grain to kiln 

This guide will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover 

page. Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

 Feed grain into germination vessel or floor 

 Set up, operate and monitor turning and air blowing equipment  

 Monitor  green grain for humidity, temperature, moisture, chitting  /acrospires, and  

general condition 

 Adjust  rate of turning, humidity and temperature  

 Identifying changes in grain during germination 

 Transferring  modified green grain to kiln  

Learning Instructions:  

Read the specific objectives of this Learning Guide.  

1. Follow the instructions described below.  

2. Read the information written in the ―Information Sheets‖. Try to understand what are 

being discussed. Ask your trainer for assistance if you have hard time understanding 

them. 

3. Accomplish the ―Self-checks‖ which are placed following all information sheets.  

4. Ask from your trainer the key to correction (key answers) or you can request your 

trainer to correct your work. (You are to get the key answer only after you finished 

answering the Self-checks). 

5. If you earned a satisfactory evaluation proceed to ―Operation sheets  
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6. Perform ―the Learning activity performance test‖  which is placed following 

―Operation sheets‖ ,  

7. If your performance is satisfactory proceed to the next learning guide,  

8. If your performance is unsatisfactory, see your trainer for further instructions or go 

back to ―Operation sheets‖. 
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Information Sheet 1- Feeding grain into germination vessel or floor and monitoring  

grain green 

 

1.1 Introduction  

Germination is nowadays almost always performed in circular or rectangular germination 

boxes and in some cases to this day it performed in floor malting. 

On floor malting the steeped goods were processed on the floor which is 3m high room with a 

perfectly flat floor which, if possible was covered   by solnhofer stone plates because these, on 

account of their porosity, easily absorb moisture. The malting temperature should be as 

uniform as possible and cool. The maltings should be protected from the  outside  air by very 

thick walls.Since the highest temperature during germination should not exceed 17 to 18oC 

(63-64oF) 

In pneumatically operated malting systems the water content, Temperature and humidity are 

controlled by blowing in cold, moist air. 

Pneumatically operated maltings therefore comprise. 

  A conditioning plant to produce cool, moist air, and  

  A germinating  plant (boxes, drums, etc.) in which the barley germinates. 

1.2 Feeding grain in to germination vessel  

The onset of germination is indicated by the appearance of the small, white `chit', the root 

sheath (coleorhiza) that protrudes from the base of each germinated grain. At this stage In 

floor malting; the steeped grain is spread on a floor in a room having a cool, humid 

atmosphere.) or, if it is in a steeping/germination vessel, the equipment will be set into the 

germination mode.  The grain grows, producing a tuft of rootlets (culms) at the base of the 

grain and, less obviously, the coleoptile or `acrospire' grows along the dorsal side of the grain, 

beneath the husk.  

The processes that occur in germination are regulated by controlling the moisture content of 

the grain, the quality of the grain and the temperature program of the grain during steeping and 

the germination period. Nearly all malt is made using `pneumatic' malting plant in which the 

grain is ventilated with a stream of humidified and temperature-adjusted air to remove excess 

heat and carbon dioxide and to supply oxygen. 
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From time to time the piece (batch) will be turned or stirred to separate the grains by 

untangling the rootlets and allowing the easier passage of the conditioning airflow. 

 

Fig 16 germination vessel
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Fig 17 floor germination 
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Name……………………………………………   ID………………………… Date……. 

Directions:  Answer all the questions listed below. Examples may be necessary to aid some 

explanations/answers.  

I. Define briefly the following question 

1) How   does onset of germination is known?(5pts) 

2) How steeped grain is transferred to germination vessel?(5pts) 

3) What is the difference between floor germination and pneumatically operated  

    germination? (10pts) 

Note: Satisfactory rating - 10 points           Unsatisfactory - below 10 points  

 

 

  

Self-check 1 
Written test 
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Information Sheet 2- Adjusting  rate of turning, humidity and  temperature 

 

While the grain is germinating, it‘s turned with a rake. This keeps it from clumping up and 

releases CO2 and other gases that are produced during germination 

Germination is controlled by turning the `piece' (batch) and thickening or thinning the layer of 

grain to allow temperature rises or falls as needed. Fine malts can be made in this way, but 

only in small quantities (ca. 10 t/batch) and with substantial manpower. Modern maltings are of 

the pneumatic type, in which the grain is turned mechanically and the grain temperature is 

controlled by forcing a stream of a temperated and water-saturated air through a bed of grain. 

Newer germination vessels are usually rectangular `Saladin boxes' or circular compartments. 

In these vessels steeped grain is formed into a bed, usually 0.6-1.0m (approx. 2.0-3.3 ft.) 

deep. The grain rests on a perforated deck, through which the conditioning airflow is driven. 

Some of the air is recalculated and mixed with fresh air. The air is driven by a fan and is 

usually humidified by passage through sprays of water. Air temperature may be controlled, by 

regulating the water temperature, sometimes augmented with heating or cooling by heat 

exchangers. The grain lifted and partly mixed, and the rootlets are separated by passing a row 

of vertical, contra-rotating helical screws through the bed. The bed is `lightened' and the 

resistance to the airflow is reduced. Bed temperatures of 15-19oC (59-66.2oF) are common, 

with temperature differentials between the top and bottom of the bed of 2-3 oC (3.6-5.4oF). The 

turner arrays are usually fitted with sprays to allow the grain to be moistened. 

In some plants the grain is first germinated in a circular, stainless-steel lined vessel, then it is 

transferred to a germination and kilning unit (or vessel; GKV). 
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Fig 18  Turning rake 

 

Fig 19 Screw turner 
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Fig20 germination using screw turner 

Temperature control is required during the germination and kilning stages. No temperature 

control is required during the steeping process. Heating is usually by gas or oil and smooth 

control is, therefore, achieved by controlling a motorized valve. 

By the use of suitable instruments it is possible to minimize operator intervention, therefore, 

freeing up labour for other tasks. Existing installations have shown that the kilning process time 

can be greatly reduced providing significant energy savings. 

In germination both the temperature of the air blown onto the barley and the air taken off the 

barley are controlled. These temperatures are referred to as ‗Air On‘ and ‗Air Off‘. 
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Fig 21 cross section of a germination box 

The dual loop controller is used to control both the ‗Air On‘ and ‗Air Off‘ temperatures. ‗Air On‘ 

is measured by a Pt100 probe and is controlled by modulating cold air louvres. The target 

temperature is normally around 15°C. When the temperature is too high, cold air louvres open 

to blow cold air through the barley; when it is too hot the air is recycled to raise the 

temperature. 

As the process is slightly exothermic the ‗Air Off‘ will be warmer then the ‗Air On‘. To prevent 

overheating, as this would kill the germ, the ‗Air Off‘ is controlled by means of a variable speed 

fan which responds to temperature changes measured by the ‗Air Off‘ Pt100 probe. The ‗Air 

Off‘ temperature is controlled at around 17°C. Germination usually takes about 5 to 6 days. 
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Information Sheet 3- Identifying changes in grain during germination 

During germination there are three kinds of process that change the physiochemical properties 

of the grain; growth process, enzyme formation and metabolic changes.  

5.1 growth processes 

The germinating kernel develops rootlets and an acrospires. 

5.1.1 Rootlets 

Towards the end of steeping the rootlets break through the base of the barley and become 

visible (fig 22).Their appearance is characteristic for the particular growth stage and is 

responsible for the name given to the malting barley when it is germinated in heaps. For 

instance one speaks of chitted pieces (Brechhaufen) when the rootlet breaks through of forked 

when the rootlets begin to branch and of tangled pieces when the rootlets of several corns 

become entangled. The rootlets, which after about 2 days should be about 1.5 times the barely 

length for pilsner malt and about twice the barely length for dark malt. The rootlets are rubbed 

off after kilning during malt cleaning and form part of the malting loss. To keep the loss as 

small as possible. The factor which influence rootlet growth must be  considered. Rootlet 

growth is affected by germination time and the temperature of the steeped   barely. The longer 

and the warmer the germination, the longer the rootlets become and so the greater the loss. 

To keep rootlets loss low, germination is performed at lowest possible temperature for the 

shortest possible time. 

5.1.2 Acrospire  

The acrospires breaks through the testa (seed case ) but  not the husk and grows  under the 

husk  on the dorsal side of side the kernel towards the tip of the kernel. Because the 

acrospires does not grow out of the husk, unlike the rootlets, it is not rubbed off during malt 

cleaning, and so doesn‘t constitute a loss. If the acrospires exceeds the length of the kernel it 

can be seen at the tip. Such a kernel is called a hussars or overgrown. If hussars are present 

at the end of germination, this is due to too high a temperature during germination or errors in 

manipulating the batch. 
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Fig22 change in germinating barely 

a) On the first day of germination 

b) On the third day of germination 

c) On the fifth day of germination 

1) Rootlets    2) Acrospires  

5.2 Enzyme formation 

Activation of enzymes and formation of new enzymes are essential processes during 

germination and consequently in malting. Enzymes are already present in abundance in 

barley. They are set free or formed in ever increasing amounts during germination. 

Of the many enzymes and enzyme complexes which are contained in barely and malt the 

following are the most important: 

 Starch degrading enzymes, above all α-and β-amylase, 

 Cytolysis enzymes, above all β-glucanasesb and cytase 

 Protein degrading enzymes (proteolytic enzymes or protease), and  
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 Phosphoric acid splitting enzymes (phosphatases) 

 

Fig 23 enzyme formation in a germinating barely 

(1) Seedling  
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(2) Husk 

    (3+4) acrospires 

   (5 )epithelium layer 

   (6) aleurone layer 

Enzymes are produced as a result of the action of hormones which are disterbuted with 

penetration of water  from the scutellum  along the aleurone layer and  which  cause the 

release and  formation  of enzyme.these hormones consist  of gibberellic acid or substances  

similar  to gibberelic acid.They cause the release of amino acidand the production of enzymes; 

first β-glucanase,then α-amylase and proteases.β-amylase is formed or released in the 

endosperm.Enzyme formation runs parallel to respiration. A well aerated germinating batch 

developes enzyme earlier and to a greater  extent. 

5.2.1 Starch degrading enzymes (amylases) 

Amylases  are the most important enzymes in malt.They are responsible for  the subsequent 

degradation of starch during mashig. 

Α-amylase is not detectable in ungerminated barly .Most of  the α-amylase is produced on the 

2nd  to 4th  days of germination.The amount present also increase during the further course of 

germination. 

5.2.2  β- amylase 

β- amylase is already present in a large  amount in ungerminated  barely.After  an initial 

decrease the amount of β- amylase increases considerably on the 2nd and 3rd day of 

germination . 

The formulation of β- amylase is directly related to the respiration of the barely in the first days 

of germination. Consequently adequate aeration in the first germination phase is important for 

the production of  β- amylase .In the last days of germination the  β- amylase content scarcely 

changes. The  amount  of α-amylase formed during  germination depends on a number of 

factors. 
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 The amylase content is a varietal property which is affected by  the  climatic  

conditions. 

 Large kernels of a barley variety from more amylase than small kernels of the same 

variety. 

 A higher water content in the green malt increases the amylase content. 

 Cold germination always gives the highest amylase values. Higher steeping and 

germination temperatures admittedly cause an earlier commencement of enzyme 

formation but the amount formed is less. 

The overall activity of the amylases is measured by the diastolic power and expressed in 

Wendish –kiblah-units (WK). 

Diastolic power expresses mostly β-amylase activity, α-amylase can be assayed by separate 

specific analytical methods. 

5.2.3 Other groups of enzymes  

During malting beside formation of starch degrading enzymes, the formation of cytolytic, 

proteolytic and other enzymes occurs. 

These enzymes are present in barley in very small amounts and are formed mainly on the 3rd 

and 4th days of germination .what has been said for formation of amylases substantially applies 

also to the formation of these groups of enzymes. 

5.3 Metabolic changes (changes to storage materials during germination) 

Enzymes formed and increased in the germination process cause changes which all lead to 

the production of low molecular weight degradation products from high molecular weight 

compounds. Because the degradation products are, however, subsequently respired or 

transported to  build new cell material in the seedling, they are no longer available  during later 

processing. Maltsters   therefore want to allow respiration and formation of new cell tissues  to 

occur only to a limited extent. 

The changes to storage materials of particular interest to maltsters are: 

 The degradation processes which are collectively known as ―modification‖, 

 Starch degradation and  
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 Protein degradation. 

5.3.1 solubilisation and degradation of of β- glucans 

The endosperm cell walls consist predominantly of a framework of hemicellulose and protein. 

During germination the cell walls are partially broken down by the cytase enzyme complex, 

This complex includes, amongst others, hemicellulases and the  β- glucanases. As a result of 

this cytolytic (cell wall dissolving) degradation a path is cleared for the other enzymes into the 

endosperm and so enzymic degradation can proceed more easily. 

Modification shows itself by increasing friability of the barely. 

The initially very hard contents of the barely can be crushed between the fingers at the end of 

germination. As soon as the contents no longer form little rolls on crumbling but can be spread 

out like chalk , the kernel is sufficiently modified and germination can be terminated. This  

process determines the length of germination and shows that most of the enzyme content is 

already  formed after 3 or 4 days. 

During modification there is a breakdown of the hemicellulose and proteins contained in the 

cell walls.The main hemicellulose component is  β- glucan. 

During malting the β- glucan is broken down by  

 Endo   β-1,4- glucanase. Which is already present in the barely and also  

 Endo β-1,3- glucanase which is not  produced  before malting. 

Since the high molecular  weight  β- glucans  are mainly responsible for possible gel formation, 

the malt  should contain a high endo  β- glucanase content to break them down . The target 

figure is 120 endo - β- glucanase units per Kg malt. 

5.3.2 Starch breakdown  

Starch represents the energy potential of the seedling. By respiration the embryo obtains the 

energy required for its life processes and the formation of new cell material until it is able to 

perform photosynthesis itself. 

For respiration the starch must be transformed into transportable sugar and supplied to the 

starch is lost as a source of extract for wort production. Maltsters   therefore   wish to limit 

respiration as much as possible to reduce losses. 

The extent of transformation is greater than one thinks at first sight as the following 

consideration shows. 

During germination the starch content decreases, the sugar content increases: 
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Content in % 

Starch           sugar  

Barley                                                   63                    2 

Malt                                                       58                   8 

According to this ,5 to 6 % starch  seems to have been broken down  to sugar . This 

calculation is , however incorrect since the percentages do not relate  to the same initial 

values. 

From 100g barely dry weight 90g of malt dry weight is obtained (rule of thumb) 

5.3.3 Protein breakdown  

During germination 35 to 40 % of the protein is degraded to soluble material. ( the ratio is the 

Kolbach index, also known as ―s/T‖ =soluble over total ratio) as  a result of the action of 

peptidases which form mainly low molecular weight compound. Protein breakdown runs 

parallel to modification and is not controlled separately. 

5.3.4 Dimethyl sulphide(DMS) formation  

DMS is a volatile Sulphur   compound which gives beer a flavor referred to as ―cabbage‖ or 

―cooked vegetable‖. One therefore   wants to avoid DMS formation or remove it. 
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Fig 24 Germinated barley 
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Information Sheet 4- Transferring  modified green grain to kiln 

 

Germination-Kilning Vessels (Gkv) are combination vessels in the malting plant that combine 

the last two of the three principal stages of the malting process into one. The malting stages 

are (1) steeping of the grain in cylindro-conical or flat-bottomed tanks to clean and hydrate it; 

(2) germinating the grain under temperature-controlled humidified air in rectangular or circular 

vessels to activate enzymes that begin the process of gum, starch, and protein modification; 

and (3) kilning the grain to dry it and to kill the new plant shoot (the acrospire) and rootlets that 

started to develop during germination. In a GKV, germination and drying occur within the same 

vessel without the need to transfer the green malt from a germination box to a kiln. Once 

germination is complete, the humidified air that was blown through the grain bed is replaced by 

hot dry air. 

GKVs, like single-purpose germination vessels, come in rectangular or circular shapes. They 

need to be fitted with malt turners to keep the malt rootlets from matting together at the 

germination phase and to ensure proper aeration during aspiration. During germination, the 

turners ensure the proper rotation of the batch from top to bottom. This ensures the 

homogeneity of the finished malt. 

GKVs tend to be completely automated. Malt turners in a rectangular GKV move back and 

forth through the grain bed. In a circular GKV, the floor carrying the grain may revolve instead, 

while the malt turners are fix-mounted and thus stationary. 
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Fig 25 Germination vessel 

Fig 26 GKV (germination kilning vessel)  
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LG #16 LO#3: Perform kilning process to produce 

malt 

Instruction sheet 

This learning guide is developed to provide you the necessary information 

regarding the following content coverage and topics: 

 Conducting  first drying of modified grain  

 Confirming stopping of germination  

 Curing modified grain through correct combination of air flow and heat   

 Confirming  color, moisture content and other required specifications  

 Cleaning  malt  

 Transferring separated Culm to storage 

 Transferring  malt to storage 

This guide will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover 

page. Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

 Conduct  first drying of modified grain  

 Confirm stopping of germination  

 Cure modified grain through correct combination of air flow and heat   

 Confirm  color, moisture content and other required specifications  

 Clean  malt  

 Transfer separated Culm to storage 

 Transfer  malt to storage 

Learning Instructions:  
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Read the specific objectives of this Learning Guide.  

1. Follow the instructions described below.  

2. Read the information written in the ―Information Sheets‖. Try to understand what are 

being discussed. Ask your trainer for assistance if you have hard time understanding 

them. 

3. Accomplish the ―Self-checks‖ which are placed following all information sheets.  

4. Ask from your trainer the key to correction (key answers) or you can request your 

trainer to correct your work. (You are to get the key answer only after you finished 

answering the Self-checks). 

5. If you earned a satisfactory evaluation proceed to ―Operation sheets  

6. Perform ―the Learning activity performance test‖  which is placed following 

―Operation sheets‖ ,  

7. If your performance is satisfactory proceed to the next learning guide,  

8. If your performance is unsatisfactory, see your trainer for further instructions or go 

back to ―Operation sheets‖. 
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Information Sheet 1- Conducting  first drying of modified grain and 

Confirming stopping of germination 

 

The final step is to dry the green malt in the kiln, which is done at different temperatures. The 

temperature regime in the kiln determines the color of the malt and the number of enzymes 

which survive for use in the mashing process. For example, low temperature kilning is more 

appropriate for malts when it is essential to preserve enzymatic (diastatic) power. These malts 

are high in extract but low in coloring and flavoring compounds. Pilsner and pale ale malts are 

examples of malts kilned at low temperatures. 

In kilning the temperature of the ‗Air On‘ is controlled by allowing fresh air to pass over a heat 

exchanger. Kilning starts at around 60°C. It is then generally increased in a series of steps and 

dwells and finishes at around 75°C. ‗Air Off‘ is not normally controlled, but the second loop of 

the controller can be used to provide advanced kilning techniques as described below. 

Advanced Kilning  

During the kilning process it is important not to force the malt to dry too quickly as this will 

result in poor quality. Normal kilning processes, therefore, tend to have longer dwell periods 

than are actually required. However, since the ‗Air Off‘ is measured by the dual loop controller 

it is possible to design a control system which automates the process and reduces kilning 

times. 

This can be achieved by controlling the ‗Air On‘ using a ramp/dwell programmer. The ‗Air Off‘ 

provides alarm trigger points. When an alarm level is reached it is used to advance the 

program to the next segment in the program. For example, if a segment is dwelling at 65°C 

and the alarm trigger point is set to 45°C, then the programmer will advance to the next 

segment when the ‗Air Off‘ is equal to 45°C. 
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Fig 27 cross section of malting kilning 

Most modern kilns hold a bed of grain about one metre deep, (which is not turned during 

kilning), through which a current of air is fan-driven from below. This air is heated either 

directly, using low- NOx burners fuelled with oil or gas (which generate little or no oxides of 

nitrogen), or indirectly by heat exchangers. Oxides of nitrogen are avoided to prevent the 

formation of potentially harmful nitrosamines. When making pale malts the airflow is rapid and 

the `air-on' temperature is low during the initial, drying phase. As the air rises through the bed 

of malt it becomes saturated with moisture and it is cooled by the need to provide energy to 

evaporate the water. So above the drying zone the air is saturated with moisture and the grain 

can continue to grow, generate enzymes and modify while being warm. In the initial stages the 

air-on temperature may be about 50 oC (122 oF), and the air-off temperature is around 25 oC 

(77 oF), which will be the temperature of all the green malt above the top of the drying zone. To 

economize with fuel this air should be passed through a heat exchanger to pre-heat incoming 

air. As the outgoing air is cooled moisture condenses on the tubes of the heat exchanger, 

liberating its heat of condensation, which is passed to the incoming air. With the passage of 

time the drying zone extends upwards through the bed of malt until it reaches the surface of 

the grain bed. At this time, at the `break point', the relative humidity of the `air-off' falls and the 

temperature rises. When this occurs the airflow is reduced and the air-on temperature is 

increased to begin the curing (cooking) stage. 
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Information Sheet 3- Curing modified grain through correct combination of air 

flow and heat 

 

During curing a progressively higher proportion of the air may be re-circulated. Alternatively the 

hot air may be diverted to a second, `linked' kiln in which the malt is in the drying stage. Here it 

is mixed with more heated air to provide the large volume of air required during drying. Many 

pale malts are cured at about 80 oC (176 oF), but some will be `finished' at higher 

temperatures, up to 105 oC (221oF). While enzyme destruction occurs at these elevated 

temperatures some enzymes survive provided that the malt has first been dried at low 

temperatures to a low moisture content. Under these conditions colour formation is minimized. 

In the manufacture of some coloured malts the temperature is increased while the grain is still 

comparatively wet to promote the formation of free sugars and amino acids and the interaction 

of these and other substances form the coloured melanoidins and flavor some and aromatic 

substances. In these malts enzyme levels are comparatively low and, in extreme cases, 

enzyme destruction is complete. 

 

Most special malts are now `finished' in roasting drums. These metal cylinders may have 

capacities ranging from 0.5 t to 10 t. As they turn the contents are mixed by internal vanes and 

may be heated indirectly, by heating the outside of the drum, or directly, when hot air is passed 

through the interior of the cylinder, drying the contents. Depending on the malt being made a 

drum is loaded either with pale, kilned malt or green malt, and the processing is varied. The 

cylinder is heated while rotating and the contents are subjected to a carefully chosen 

temperature regime. The color and physical state of the grain is frequently checked on 

samples. At exactly the correct time heating is stopped, in some instances water is sprayed 

into the cylinder, and the malt is withdrawn and cooled. Green malt is usually used in making 

crystal or caramel malts (which are not all dark in color) while pale, kilned malts are used in 

making other types which vary in color from amber to black. 
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Fig 28 Malting process 
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Information Sheet 4- Confirming  color, moisture content and other required 

specifications 

 

Malt Analysis 

Malting is another variable added to the always changing malt we use. Typical analysis 

specifications and certificates of analysis that are provided by the maltster help us make sense 

of these changes. We can be better brewers if we understand what those factors and changes 

are, so we can either physically adjust for these variables, or at least emotionally understand 

that beer ingredients are ever changing. If you‘d like to be able to reproduce your beer it‘s even 

more critical you understand these barley-to-malt, batch-to-batch, and brew-to-brew changes. 

Lot Analysis vs. Typical Analysis 

Most maltsters will be willing to provide a lot analysis sheet, often called the certificate of 

analysis, or COA. This analysis defines malt in terms of color, moisture, extract, protein, size, 

and possibly an assortment of other information. If the malt was kilned or floor malted, and 

intended for use as a  base malt, the analysis will also provide further detail like diastatic power 

(DP), an indicator of the malt‘s capacity to turn starch into sugar. 

A typical analysis lists ranges or an average for aparticular malt. If an average number is 

given, you may not know what sort of range a malt has. Often a caramel  20°L malt can finish 

in a roaster or kiln between 15 and 25 lovibond and still fall within the maltster‘s color 

specification.  

General Malt Descriptions 

It‘s good to understand that we segregate malt by style, which often is an indicator of process. 

For the purpose of reading a typical analysis or COA, it‘s helpful to understand that there are 

two major categories of malt — base malt and specialty malt. Oftentimes specialty malt has 

less analysis provided as we aren‘t relying on it for starch or enzymes during the mash — 

critical numbers to know with base malt. 

Base Malts: 
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These malts provide most of the wort‘s starch and enzymes that produce the extract. Base 

malts include: Pale (American two-row), pale ale, Pilsner (or Pilsen), Vienna, and Munich. All 

can be quite different but serve as the base of a beer, as they provide the appropriate 

enzymes to convert starch to sugar. Base malt will make up from 80–100% of the malt bill for 

most beer styles. The analysis of these malts is often a bit more specific and in-depth because 

of this. Malting specifications may be a bit more stringent as well to help the brewers receive a 

consistent product — it matters much more when it‘s the majority of your beer.            

                                         

              Fig 29 Munich malt                                                      fig 30 pilsin malt 

 

                                           fig 31 Vienna malt 
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Specialty Malts: 

Color or specialty malts are made in a kiln and/or a roaster and include: dark Munich style, 

caramel/crystal, dry roasted malts, and specialty roasted malts. These malts will contribute 

significantly to color, flavor, mouth feel, foam, and aroma. These malts can be a critical player 

in all of the fore mentioned attributes. 

It‘s also good to remember that there are always changes in barley variety, growing region, 

and seasonal weather that can have big effects on how malt tastes and its attributes. Although 

these considerations are taken into account by the farmer and maltster as they choose barley, 

these are further variables passed through to brewers looking to make a consistent beer. 

 

Fig 32 Crystal malt 
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Fig 33 malt varieties 

Measuring Malt 

There are a multitude of maltsters out there these days. Many are smaller, local companies. As 

the process gets more hands-on, it‘s often trickier to put processes in place that create 

consistent batches. It‘s best to get your hands on a certificate of analysis when using craft malt 

on a regular basis, as you may need to make adjustments from batch to batch if you‘d like to 

see some consistency in your own brew house. Let‘s take a look at what analysis is performed 

in the maltster‘s lab. You may find some analysis has more or less of the data listed below. I‘ve 

provided the variables I believe are most valuable to you. 
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Extract, Dry Basis Coarse Grind (DBCG) 

If you‘ve guessed that DBCG is the same test as above with a much coarser grind, you‘d be 

correct! This simulates a more ―real world‖ mashing scenario, and often comes in just slightly 

lower in extract than the DBFG test, which really should give us our upper limit of extract 

potential. A more useful and often performed malt test, “Extract, Coarse Grind As-Is” can give 

us an even closer look at how a malt may perform when we brew with it. This malt reflects the 

closest mash performed in a lab that mimics a brew house. Both of these tests have values 

that typically fall between 76-83%. An ―extract, coarse grind as-is‖ may still prove to be about 

10% above the efficiency you‘ll see in your brew house, just due to the testing environment 

and efficiencies of lab equipment and the testing process. 

Difference, Fine Grind vs. Coarse Grind (FG/CG) 

The difference between the above two numbers can be valuable information as well. If you‘re 

using a malt that‘s 82% DBFG and 81% DBCG, you have a difference of 1%. ―This difference 

is really an indicator of modification,‖ states Dan Bies, Technical Services Manager at Briess 

Malt, ―anything less than 1.5% indicates a well-modified malt, with the potential for higher 

extract yields when using just an infusion mash.‖ 

Color, Lovibond (L)/Standard Research Method (SRM) 

During kilning, chemical reactions take place, producing color compounds. The higher the 

kilning temperature, the more color compounds produced. 

It might go without saying, in most cases 100% of beer color is derived from malt. Sure, you 

might make an oak-aged chocolate cherry blonde ale from time to time, and those additives 

will color your beer. When it comes down to it, malt can easily help you dial in the perfect color 

one day, and throw your perfected Pilsner out of whack the next. 

You probably use color quite often to choose a malt. Although malting companies still express 

color in degrees Lovibond (°L), they probably haven‘t used the test since the 1950s. Instead, 

the Standard Research Method (SRM) was developed using a spectrophotometer, giving a 
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much more accurate process with which to test. The two ratings are nearly equivalent, and old 

habits of using °L to express °SRM color on typical analysis and COAs is near industry wide. 

In Europe you may find malt measured in only EBC, which can be determined by taking °SRM 

(or °L) and multiplying by 1.97. 

In effect, color can be one of the largest determinants you use when choosing a malt. If a 

recipe or style calls for Munich malt, understanding the wide range of offerings often comes 

down to what degree of color it is, from 5 °L to 30 °L. Even a base malt like Pilsen can range 

from 1.2 °L up to 2.9 °L. The darker Pilsen malt more than doubles the lightest color on offer 

and more than doubles the color of the beer made from it. 

 

Fig 34 Color Analyser 

Alpha Amylase, Dextrinizing Units (DU) 

This is simply a measure of the alpha amylase present, and is shown in dextrinizing units 

(DU.) This is a great indicator of whether or not your mash will convert properly given time. A 

range of 30–50 is typical for a base malt. Lower numbers may mean a more complex mash, 

or a longer mash time is necessary. Most base malt is well-modified during the malting 

process, allowing for good alpha amylase numbers. It would not be released (or possibly even 

malted) if it wasn‘t able to perform the task of chopping up starch into short chain dextrin, 
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allowing beta amylase to easily convert dextrin into fermentable sugar, a critical performance 

check. 

Diastatic Power (DP) 

This is an indication of the total enzyme power of a malt, both alpha amylase and beta 

amylase. Most base malt has a range shown in degrees Lintner of 50 °L to 150 °L (not to be 

confused with degrees lovibond). Often if your mash average is below 40 °L you‘ll find your 

conversion will take much longer, if it converts fully at all. Lintner for a batch = (lintner total of 

grain X weight of grain) / (total batch weight). 

Assortment, Plump 

You may find neither of these words on a typical analysis, but the numbers should be 

available. What assortment refers to is kernel size, and the values you will see are expressed 

as a percentage of kernels that do not sieve through screens with gaps of  7⁄64 and 6⁄64 

inches. 

The test consists of four trays stacked from top to bottom with diminishing screen sizes — the 

top with a 7⁄64-inch screen bottom, the next with a 6⁄64-inch screen, the third with a 5⁄64-inch 

screen, the final tray at the bottom is solid. The trays are placed on a shaker with a 100-gram 

sample. After three minutes each tray is weighed. 

What we want to see as brewers is that most of the kernels are plump, or not falling through 

the first two top trays. 80% plump, would mean that 80 percent of the kernels were in the 7⁄64-

inch and 6⁄64-inch screen. We typically want base malt that‘s at least 80% plump or it could 

affect brew house efficiency, as it is more difficult to evenly mill various sizes with a two-roller 

mill. Adding a third roller with some finer adjustment may help. Specialty malt, due to the 

process or type of barley used may not be as plump. You may consider milling this malt 

separately if you have a two-roller mill with an adjustable gap. 

If more than 3% of grain is making it to the final tray (also called ―thru‖ or ―thin‖ malt,) you may 

want to have a talk with your maltster — this can lead to extract issues due to milling and due 

to the quality of the malt. Seeing a high thru number may also translate to lower than 

expected extract numbers (FGDB) on your analysis as well. 
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Friability 

Friability is a test of malt modification. The malt is crushed using a friability tester. When 

crushed, the ideal result of most base malt is that it easily crumbles, showing that the starch 

will be easily soluble in a mash. In general, specialty malts like roasted barley are highly 

friable, and are not tested. When measured as a percentage we want to see results at or 

above 85%. As brewers, we can easily single-step infusion mash any malt with this kind of 

friability. If you‘re using a malt with a friability of less than 85%, say a floor-malted Pilsen that 

has been left under-modified (hopefully intentionally), you would want to perform a step mash 

to help convert the malt. 

  

Fig 35 friabilimeter 

 

Glassy/Mealy 

Finally, a test almost specifically for specialty malt! Although you may find glassy or mealy 

percentages on your base malts, it‘s mostly used to let you know if your caramel malt is filled 

with sugars that have ―crystallized‖ and turned glassy inside the kernel. Malt is cross-cut with 

a device called a farinator and examined for a mealy white center, or a ―glassy‖ bead of sugar. 
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Most caramel or crystal malt should be at least 90% glassy, though some lighter-colored 

crystals may be ―half glassy‖ or could be only 80% glassy, depending on the process. This 

test may also be used on special process malts that are roasted. These malts may have their 

own typical glassy and half-glassy percentages. If you‘re not seeing your base malt at close to 

100% mealy, then you know something went wrong with the malting process. 

Roaster-produced crystal-type caramel malt will have 90% + of the kernels containing only 

glassy crystal like converted sugar. Kiln produced caramel malt will have a large proportion, 

usually about 50% of the kernels mealy and starchy on the inside, just like high-dried or 

Munich malt. Top: Kilned (note about 50% mealy). Bottom: Roasted (note >90% glassy) 

Viscosity 

Measured in centipoise units (cP), viscosity is a measure of wort flow through tiny capillary 

tubes. If the wort is able to run quickly through this viscometer it indicates that you‘ll have an 

easy time sparging out. A high wort viscosity would indicate the malting process did not 

properly break down the endosperm cell walls of the barley kernel. Anything indicated over 

1.7 cP may struggle to runoff (lauter) efficiently when sparging. If you think you might have 

issues, you can decoction or step mash starting with a 15 to 20 minute rest at 104 °F (40 °C) 

to help dissolve some of these beta-glucans. 

These items we have run through so far are some of the most valuable, and useable numbers 

you‘ll find on a typical malt analysis, or a certificate of analysis for a certain lot of malt.                   

Other Analysis Provided 

You can argue that all analysis is valuable, but with the values gone over up to this point you 

can determine if some other items will be valuable or not. The items I will briefly describe now 

may be as valuable to brewers as the previous analysis, and will help build a better picture of 

your malt. 

Protein: Expressed as a percentage, most brewers hope to see this below 12%. Anything 

higher may show up as haze in your beer. It may also lead to lautering issues. 
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                                                             Fig36  protein tester 

Soluble Protein (SP): Also expressed as a percentage, its primary task is to provide us a 

ratio of protein in our beer shown as S/T (soluble protein/total protein.) When dividing soluble 

by total protein, we want a number above 30% or we could run into lautering issues. 

Free Amino Nitrogen (FAN): This measures the amount of free amino nitrogen available. It‘s 

critical for yeast growth during fermentation. Many brewers want to see at least 170 ppm 

available in their base malt, although others argue that a lower FAN will help with beer stability 

as FAN influences oxidative stability. 

Beta Glucan (b-glucan): High levels are associated with lautering issues. Numbers above 

180 ppm in your base malt may be worth a mash step at 115–120 °F (46–49 °C) for 15–20 

minutes. 

Turbidity: Measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU), turbidity above 15 NTU listed 

may mean you‘re in for a bit of haze in your beer. Typically 5 NTU or less will signify a good 

clarity, and less solids, in your beer. 

Demystifying Malt Analysis 
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Malt analysis doesn‘t need to be random numbers that mean little to you. Consistency isn‘t 

always a given, and quality can be measured. As brewers strive to make even better beer, 

unlocking the potential of your malt is a logical step. 
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Information Sheet 5- Cleaning  malt 

 

After kilning malts are dressed (de-culmed or de-rooted and cleaned). The cooled malt is 

agitated to break up the brittle rootlets and these, and dust, are separated by sieving and 

aspiration with air currents. Before dispatch the malt will be cleaned by screening, aspiration, 

passage over magnetic separators to remove fragments of iron, and (often) through a gravity 

separator/ de stoner. 

 

Fig 37 malt deculmer machine  

 

(1) Malt inlet  (2) paddle screw(3) malt outlet (4)screen (5)screw conveyor (6) culm outlet 
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Fig 38 malt cleaning   
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Rootlets are usually sold for cattle feed. However, they have been used to provide nutrients 

for microbial cultures and in making composts for growing mushrooms. Other markets are 

being sought. Because of their low bulk density, inconvenience in handling and a strong 

tendency to pick up moisture, rootlets are now usually pelletized, together with malt and grain 

dust and sometimes with thin grains. Rootlets (culms, coombes, cummins, malt sprouts) vary 

in their nature depending on what malt they came from and in particular how strongly they 

were kilned. Commonly analyses are in the ranges: non-protein extract, 35-50%; crude 

protein, 20-35%; ash, 6-8% and fiber, 9-15%. They are rich in low molecular weight 

nitrogenous substances and B vitamins. 

 

  

Information Sheet 6-  Transferring separated Culm to storage 
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Pale malts are usually stored for 4-6 weeks before use when, for unknown reasons, the 

brewing values often improve. Coloured and special malts should be brewed with as soon as 

possible, because during storage their special aromas (and perhaps flavours) decline. Malts 

are stored in ways intended to minimize the pickup of moisture, and to exclude birds, rats, 

mice and insects. It is important to prevent malts being mixed or being contaminated with un-

malted barley during handling or storage. It is impossible to make successive batches of malt 

that have precisely the same analysis. Each batch should be stored separately and different 

batches should be blended so that the mixture meets the brewer's requirements. Different 

batches of malt made from one variety of barley, in the same way and intended to meet the 

same specification can be safely blended. Brewers take different views regarding what other 

blending is permissible. Specifications may stipulate that no other blending should occur, 

while others will accept blends of any varieties (even involving malts from two- and six-rowed 

barleys) provided that the analyses of the mixture are as stipulated. 

 A precondition for proper storage  is that the malt is not moist. 

In silo storage because of the smaller surface area, the risk of water uptake is lower than 

when storing in malt stores. In malt stores the malt is about 3m high. Previously this was often 

covered by a layer of culms which absorbed  the moisture and consequently prevented water 

uptake by the malt. 

Information Sheet 7 - Transferring  malt to storage 
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Fig39 malt silo 

 

 

                                                         Fig 40 packing malt 
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LG 17 LO #4-shout down process and control 

Instruction sheet 

This learning guide is developed to provide you the necessary information regarding the 

following content coverage and topics: 

 Identify the appropriate shutdown procedure  

  Safely shut down the process  

 cleaning and sanitizing  equipment according to work health and safety and food 

safety procedures 

This guide will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover page. 

Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

  Identify the appropriate shutdown procedure  

  Safely shut down the process   

  clean and sanitize Equipment according to work health and safety and food safety 

procedures 

Instruction sheet 

Read the specific objectives of this Learning Guide.  

1. Follow the instructions described below.  

2. Read the information written in the ―Information Sheets‖. Try to understand what are 

being discussed. Ask your trainer for assistance if you have hard time understanding 

them. 

3. Accomplish the ―Self-checks‖ which are placed following all information sheets.  

4. Ask from your trainer the key to correction (key answers) or you can request your 

trainer to correct your work. (You are to get the key answer only after you finished 

answering the Self-checks). 

5. If you earned a satisfactory evaluation proceed to ―Operation sheets  

6. Perform ―the Learning activity performance test‖  which is placed following 

―Operation sheets‖ ,  

7. If your performance is satisfactory proceed to the next learning guide,  
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8. If your performance is unsatisfactory, see your trainer for further instructions or go 

back to ―Operation sheets‖. 
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Process Shut down basically involves applying standard equipment lockout procedures and 

workplace housekeeping standard.  

1.1 Equipment lockout procedures 

The lockout/tagout procedure is a positive means of securing power sources in the OFF 

position, allowing only one person (the person performing the procedure) to have possession 

of the key. When equipment is being cleaned, serviced, inspected or maintained, a 

lockout/tagout procedure is required to prevent personal injury or equipment damage from an 

accidental startup. Follow your company‘s established procedure. If a procedure is not already 

provided, use the following instructions: 

LOCKOUT/TAGOUT PROCEDURE 

1. Announce that the machine will be shut down. Ensure that all appropriate personnel are 

informed before actually shutting down the machine. 

2. Shut down all power to the machine (electrical, pneumatic, hydraulic, water pressure, etc.). 

3. Lockout all power panels and place ―machine is locked out‖ tags on the panels. Use a lock 

with only one key for each panel or power source. 

4. Put the key in your pocket. 

NOTE: The type of lock used must prevent other personnel from connecting power to the 

machine - a lockout device that permits several padlocks to be installed is recommended. 

5. Secure all equipment components against gravity or spring tension. 

6. Lockout, block, chain, or release any stored energy sources (pneumatic system, water 

pressure, etc.). 

7. Clear all personnel from the machine area. 

8. When power sources have been locked out, test for movement by implementing the start 

procedure. If no machine movement or activation is detected, the machine has been 

successfully locked and tagged out. 

1.2 Workplace Housekeeping - Basic Guide 

Information Sheet-1 Identifying shutdown procedure   and  Shutting  down  the 

process 
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Effective housekeeping can help control or eliminate workplace hazards. Poor housekeeping 

practices frequently contribute to incidents. If the sight of paper, debris, clutter and spills is 

accepted as normal,  then other more serious hazards may be taken for granted. 

Housekeeping is not just cleanliness. It includes keeping work areas neat and orderly, 

maintaining halls and floors free of slip and trip hazards, and removing of waste materials 

(e.g., paper, cardboard) and other fire hazards from work areas. It also requires paying 

attention to important details such as the layout of the whole workplace, aisle marking, the 

adequacy of storage facilities, and maintenance. Good housekeeping is also a basic part of 

incident and fire prevention.  

Effective housekeeping is an ongoing operation: it is not a one-time or hit-and-miss cleanup 

done occasionally. Periodic "panic" cleanups are costly and ineffective in reducing incidents.  

Poor housekeeping can be a cause of incidents, such as:  

 tripping over loose objects on floors, stairs and platforms 

 being hit by falling objects 

 slipping on greasy, wet or dirty surfaces 

 striking against projecting, poorly stacked items or misplaced material 

 cutting, puncturing, or tearing the skin of hands or other parts of the body on projecting 

nails, wire or steel strapping 

To avoid these hazards, a workplace must "maintain" order throughout a workday. Although 

this effort requires a great deal of management and planning, the benefits are many.  

    1.2.1 Benefits of good housekeeping practices 

Effective housekeeping results in:  

 reduced handling to ease the flow of materials 

 fewer tripping and slipping incidents in clutter-free and spill-free work areas 

 decreased fire hazards 

 lower worker exposures to hazardous products (e.g. dusts, vapours) 

 better control of tools and materials, including inventory and supplies 

 more efficient equipment cleanup and maintenance 

 better hygienic conditions leading to improved health 

 more effective use of space 

 reduced property damage by improving preventive maintenance 
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 less janitorial work 

 improved morale 

 improved productivity (tools and materials will be easy to find)  

A good housekeeping program plans and manages the orderly storage and movement of 

materials from point of entry to exit. It includes a material flow plan to ensure minimal 

handling. The plan also makes sure that work areas are not used as storage areas by having 

workers move materials to and from work areas as needed. Part of the plan could include 

investing in extra bins and more frequent disposal.  

The costs of this investment could be offset by the elimination of repeated handling of the 

same material and more effective use of the workers' time. Often, ineffective or insufficient 

storage planning results in materials being handled many times and being stored in 

hazardous ways. Knowing the workplace layout and the movement of materials throughout it 

will help when planning work procedures.  

Worker training is an essential part of any good housekeeping program. Workers need to 

know how to work safely with the products they use. They also need to know how to protect 

other workers such as by posting signs (e.g., "Wet - Slippery Floor") and reporting any 

unusual conditions.  

Housekeeping order is "maintained" not "achieved." Cleaning and organization must be done 

regularly, not just at the end of the shift. Integrating housekeeping into jobs can help ensure 

this is done. A good housekeeping program identifies and assigns responsibilities for the 

following:  

 clean up during the shift 

 day-to-day cleanup 

 waste disposal 

 removal of unused materials 

 inspection to ensure cleanup is complete 

Do not forget out-of-the-way places such as shelves, basements, sheds, and boiler rooms that 

would otherwise be overlooked.  
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The final step to any housekeeping program is inspection. It is the only way to check for 

deficiencies in the program so that changes can be made. Examples of checklists include 

inspecting offices and manufacturing facilities. 

1.2.2 Elements of an effective housekeeping program 

Maintenance 

The maintenance of buildings and equipment may be the most important element of good 

housekeeping. Maintenance involves keeping buildings, equipment and machinery in safe, 

efficient working order and in good repair. It includes maintaining sanitary facilities and 

regularly painting and cleaning walls. Broken windows, damaged doors, defective plumbing 

and broken floor surfaces can make a workplace look neglected; these conditions can cause 

incidents and affect work practices. So it is important to replace or fix broken or damaged 

items as quickly as possible. A good maintenance program provides for the inspection, 

maintenance, upkeep and repair of tools, equipment, machines and processes. 

Dust and Dirt Removal  

Enclosures and exhaust ventilation systems may fail to collect dust, dirt and chips adequately. 

Vacuum cleaners are suitable for removing light dust and dirt that is not otherwise hazardous. 

Industrial models have special fittings for cleaning walls, ceilings, ledges, machinery, and 

other hard-to-reach places where dust and dirt may accumulate.  

Special-purpose vacuums are useful for removing hazardous products. For example, vacuum 

cleaners fitted with HEPA (high efficiency particulate air) filters may be used to capture fine 

particles of asbestos or fibreglass. 

Dampening (wetting) floors or using sweeping compounds before sweeping reduces the 

amount of airborne dust. The dust and grime that collect in places like shelves, piping, 

conduits, light fixtures, reflectors, windows, cupboards and lockers may require manual 

cleaning.  

Compressed air should not be used for removing dust, dirt or chips from equipment or work 

surfaces.  

Work environment 
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Work environment need to be adequate, clean and well maintained. Lockers may be 

necessary for storing personal belongings. Washroom facilities require cleaning once or more 

each shift. They also need to have a good supply of soap, towels plus disinfectants, if needed.  

If workers are using hazardous products, employee facilities should provide special 

precautions as needed such as showers, washing facilities and change rooms. Some facilities 

may require two locker rooms with showers between. Using such double locker rooms allows 

workers to shower off workplace contaminants and reduces the chance of contaminating their 

"street clothes" by keeping their work clothes separated from the clothing that they wear 

home.  

Smoking, eating or drinking in the work area should be prohibited where hazardous products 

are handled. The eating area should be separate from the work area and should be cleaned 

properly each shift.  

Surfaces 

Floors: Poor floor conditions are a leading cause of incidents so cleaning up spilled oil and 

other liquids at once is important. Allowing chips, shavings and dust to accumulate can also 

cause incidents. Trapping chips, shavings and dust before they reach the floor or cleaning 

them up regularly can prevent their accumulation. Areas that cannot be cleaned continuously, 

such as entrance ways, should have anti-slip flooring. Keeping floors in good order also 

means replacing any worn, ripped, or damaged flooring that poses a tripping hazard.  

Walls: Light-coloured walls reflect light while dirty or dark-coloured walls absorb light. 

Contrasting colours warn of physical hazards and mark obstructions such as pillars. Paint can 

highlight railings, guards and other safety equipment, but should never be used as a 

substitute for guarding. The program should outline the regulations and standards for colours.  

Maintain Light Fixtures 

Dirty light fixtures reduce essential light levels. Clean light fixtures can improve lighting 

efficiency significantly.  

Aisles and Stairways 
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Aisles should be wide enough to accommodate people and vehicles comfortably and safely. 

Aisle space allows for the movement of people, products and materials. Warning signs and 

mirrors can improve sight-lines in blind corners. Arranging aisles properly encourages people 

to use them so that they do not take shortcuts through hazardous areas.  

Keeping aisles and stairways clear is important. They should not be used for temporary 

"overflow" or "bottleneck" storage. Stairways and aisles also require adequate lighting.  

Spill Control 

The best way to control spills is to stop them before they happen. Regularly cleaning and 

maintaining machines and equipment is one way. Another is to use drip pans and guards 

where possible spills might occur. When spills do occur, it is important to clean them up 

immediately. Absorbent materials are useful for wiping up greasy, oily or other liquid spills. 

Used absorbents must be disposed of properly and safely.  

Tools and Equipment 

Tool housekeeping is very important, whether in the tool room, on the rack, in the yard, or on 

the bench. Tools require suitable fixtures with marked locations to provide an orderly 

arrangement. Returning tools promptly after use reduces the chance of it being misplaced or 

lost. Workers should regularly inspect, clean and repair all tools and take any damaged or 

worn tools out of service.  

Waste Disposal 

The regular collection, grading and sorting of scrap contribute to good housekeeping 

practices. It also makes it possible to separate materials that can be recycled from those 

going to waste disposal facilities.  

Allowing material to build up on the floor wastes time and energy since additional time is 

required for cleaning it up. Placing scrap containers near where the waste is produced 

encourages orderly waste disposal and makes collection easier. All waste receptacles should 

be clearly labelled (e.g., recyclable glass, plastic, scrap metal, etc.).  

Storage 

Good organization of stored materials is essential for overcoming material storage problems 

whether on a temporary or permanent basis. There will also be fewer strain injuries if the 

amount of handling is reduced, especially if less manual material handling is required. The 
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location of the stockpiles should not interfere with work but they should still be readily 

available when required. Stored materials should allow at least one metre (or about three feet) 

of clear space under sprinkler heads.  

Stacking cartons and drums on a firm foundation and cross tying them, where necessary, 

reduces the chance of their movement. Stored materials should not obstruct aisles, stairs, 

exits, fire equipment, emergency eyewash fountains, emergency showers, or first aid stations. 

All storage areas should be clearly marked.  

Flammable, combustible, toxic and other hazardous materials should be stored in approved 

containers in designated areas that are appropriate for the different hazards that they pose. 

Storage of materials should meet all requirements specified in the fire codes and the 

regulations of environmental and occupational health and safety agencies in your jurisdiction.  
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Information Sheet 2- Cleaning and sanitizing equipment 

 

All equipment requires periodic sanitation. Failure to practice proper sanitation and/ or 

maintenance procedures as noted in the equipment manual can lead to unsafe conditions. 

Maintain optimum equipment sanitation to promote product quality and safe operating 

conditions. 

General cleaning and sanitation recommendations  

 Turn the equipment OFF and disconnect all power sources before beginning the 

sanitation process. Follow the LOCKOUT/TAGOUT procedure. Failure to follow this 

warning could result in death or severe personal injury. 

 Production systems are dangerous during operation. Death or severe personal injury 

may result if warnings are disregarded. When working on or around all equipment, 

avoid the use of loose clothing, jewelry or any loose articles that may be caught in 

moving parts. Keep all extremities away from moving parts. Never operate any 

equipment while other personnel are cleaning, servicing or performing maintenance. 

 Proper sanitation is critical to the smooth operation and high performance of the 

equipment. Wear personal protective equipment (safety garments, safety glasses, 

gloves, etc.) appropriate for sanitation. 

 Equipment used to handle raw dough or batter must be kept in a high state of 

cleanliness at all times. Equipment cleanliness affects consumer health, product quality 

(flavor, texture and appearance) and equipment performance. Before operating the 

equipment, read the sanitation instructions in the equipment manual and become 

thoroughly familiar with the equipment and its assembly and disassembly procedures. 

 Any equipment used intermittently should be cleaned after use and before storage. 

When taken out of storage for impending use, the equipment must be cleaned again 

prior to operation to remove any   residual dust or debris incurred during storage. 

Depending on the operating environment and the product being processed, the 

equipment may require more frequent cleaning than outlined in the manual. Individual 

operating parameters will help determine sanitation intervals. Intervals in the equipment 

manual are intended as a guide for typical operating conditions. 
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 Some equipment must be disassembled for cleaning. When reassembling, carefully 

inspect each component to verify that no foreign material remains. If component 

damage is noted, contact Maintenance to have the component repaired or replaced 

prior to reassembly and prior to operation. 

 Many components are machined to fi ne tolerances and can easily be damaged if : 

 

 Handle all components carefully during sanitation. Never throw parts into a bucket, tub 

or sink. 

 Never drop a component or handle roughly. Use a lifting device for heavy pieces. 

 Water in the electrical circuits will result in permanent electrical damage. Electrical 

components that are not wash down duty must be covered securely in plastic (bagged) 

prior to sanitation. Use caution to prevent possible electrical shock from water 

contacting electrical components. 

 Cleaning solutions may contain caustics that will damage machine components. If 

unsure whether equipment can withstand the chemicals in a certain cleaning solution, 

use only warm water and mild soap. 

 When using commercial cleaning compounds, it is essential to strictly follow the 

cleaning compound   manufacturer‘s instructions for use (mixing, proportions, etc.). 

Consultation with the manufacturer‘s technical representatives for solutions to special 

problems is advisable. 

 Never use wire brushes or metal tools to remove debris from the equipment as these 

may scratch or deform equipment surfaces. Use only nylon bristle brushes or plastic 

scrapers to   remove debris. Never use abrasive materials such as scouring pads, wire 

cloth or grit cleansers.  

 

                              Fig 41 Plastic Scraper / Nylon Bristled Brush  
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 Use clean, warm water. If the equipment is rated as wash-down duty, pressure 

washing can be performed as long as electrical components are properly covered to 

prevent moisture from entering. Water in the electrical components can cause 

electrocution if the equipment is not properly locked out, resulting in severe personal 

injury. Equipment damage may also occur if water or moisture are allowed in the 

electrical components.  

 If essential lubrication is washed away from the equipment, it must be reapplied prior to 

operation. After cleaning, check all equipment for proper lubrication. Reapply lubricant 

if necessary.   
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Instruction sheet 

This learning guide is developed to provide you the necessary information 

regarding the following content coverage and topics: 

 Recording Workplace information  

 Signing all records. 

 Communicating information records 

 Keeping workplace information records. 

This guide will also assist you to attain the learning outcomes stated in the cover 

page. Specifically, upon completion of this learning guide, you will be able to: 

 Record  work place information  

 Sign all records. 

 Communicate information records 

 Keep workplace information records. 

Learning Instructions:  

Read the specific objectives of this Learning Guide.  

1. Follow the instructions described below.  

2. Read the information written in the ―Information Sheets‖. Try to understand 

what are being discussed. Ask your trainer for assistance if you have hard time 

understanding them. 

3. Accomplish the ―Self-checks‖ which are placed following all information sheets.  

4. Ask from your trainer the key to correction (key answers) or you can request 

your trainer to correct your work. (You are to get the key answer only after you 

finished answering the Self-checks). 

5. If you earned a satisfactory evaluation proceed to ―Operation sheets  

6. Perform ―the Learning activity performance test‖  which is placed following 

―Operation sheets‖ ,  

7. If your performance is satisfactory proceed to the next learning guide 

8. If your performance is unsatisfactory, see your trainer for further instructions or 

go back to ―Operation sheets‖ 

LG #18   LO #5- Record information 
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  1.1Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 

An important aspect of a quality system is to work according to unambiguous Standard 

Operating Procedures (SOPs). In fact the whole process from sampling to the filing of the 

analytical result should be described by a continuous series of SOPs. A SOP for a laboratory 

can be defined as follows:  

"A Standard Operating Procedure is a document which describes the regularly recurring 

operations relevant to the quality of the investigation. The purpose of a SOP is to carry out the 

operations correctly and always in the same manner. A SOP should be available at the place 

where the work is done".  

A SOP is a compulsory instruction. If deviations from this instruction are allowed, the 

conditions for these should be documented including who can give permission for this and 

what exactly the complete procedure will be. The original should rest at a secure place while 

working copies should be authenticated with stamps and/or signatures of authorized persons.  

1.2 Material safety data sheet   

A Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) is a document that contains information on the potential 

hazards (health, fire, reactivity and environmental) and how to work safely with the chemical 

product. It is an essential starting point for the development of a complete health and safety 

program. It also contains information on the use, storage, handling and emergency 

procedures all related to the hazards of the material. The MSDS contains much more 

information about the material than the label. MSDSs are prepared by the supplier or 

manufacturer of the material. It is intended to tell what the hazards of the product are, how to 

use the product safely, what to expect if the recommendations are not followed, what to do if 

accidents occur, how to recognize symptoms of overexposure, and what to do if such 

incidents occur. 

MSDS information  

These categories are specified in the Controlled Products Regulations and include:  

1. Product Information: product identifier (name), manufacturer and suppliers names, 

addresses, and emergency phone numbers 

formation Sheet 1- Recording Workplace information 
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2. Hazardous Ingredients  

3. Physical Data  

4. Fire or Explosion Hazard Data 

5. Reactivity Data: information on the chemical instability of a product and the substances it 

may react with  

6. Toxicological Properties: health effects  

7. Preventive Measures 

8. First Aid Measures  

9. Preparation Information: who is responsible for preparation and date of preparation of 

MSDS  

The Controlled Products Regulations prescribes what information must be present in more 

detail.                

NB. MSDS is different because only certain content of the MSDS is specified by law. The 

format is left up to the manufacturer or supplier who writes the MSDS. Some 

manufacturers/suppliers put more details in than what is required 

1.3 specifications 

The three most important malt quality parameters are: 

 malt extract 

 diastolic power 

 Wort viscosity. 

Malt extract 

 Malt extract measures the amount of fermentable sugars. It determines the amount of 

alcohol that can be made from a tons of grain. The higher the extract level the more 

alcohol that can be made. 

 Malt extract is measured by malting the grain and measuring the amount of soluble sugar 

(like glucose and maltose) in wort (hot water mixed with ground malt). The measure is 

presented as a percentage (dry basis). 

 This minimum target cannot be met if maltsters use poor quality grain. Maltsters must 

meet the specifications set by the brewer, otherwise the brewer will not buy the malt. High 
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protein and small grain all contribute to increased costs of production, decreased yield 

and decreased efficiency. 

Diastolic power 

 Diastolic power measures the amount of diastolic enzymes (a-amylase, ß-amylase and 

limit-dextranase). Diastolic enzymes convert the starch of the grain into soluble sugars (or 

malt extract). The levels of the various diastase enzymes are important in achieving the 

quality standard required by a buyer of malt. Low diastase levels are associated with a 

low potential for malt extract. 

 Diastolic power is measured by the enzyme activity in the malt. The measure is presented 

in units of Wendish Knoblauch (WK). As the diastolic enzymes are proteins, their level is 

directly related to protein concentration in the grain. 

Wort viscosity 

 Wort viscosity measures the gumminess of wort relative to water. It is essentially a 

measure of the amount of stress a plant has undergone during grain filling. Genotype 

(hereditary constitution) also has a major influence on wort viscosity. Wort viscosity is 

determined by measuring the amount of ß-glucan (or cell wall material) in the wort. The 

measure is presented in units of centipoises (cap). 

 Barley grain with low viscosity germinates more evenly than grain with high cell wall 

material. This cell wall material can also restrict the conversion of starch into malt extract. 

Highly viscous malt slows down the separation of the sugar-rich wort from husks during 

brewing. This slows the amount of beer processed in a brewery each day and increases 

production costs. 

Genotypes differ in malt quality 

Malt quality is determined by environmental and genotypic influences. Genotype is very 

important in the potential quality of a variety for making malt and beer. Good management 

ensures it achieves that potential. 
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Information Sheet 2- signing records 

 

Signatures are basically our IDs, which tells others that it‘s us and not anybody else they are 

the only authenticity of a person‘s being. In operating malt grain preparation information 

records the operator who was conducting the operation process should sigh on the workplace 

information record in order to identify the identity of the operator.so co-workers can easily  

Authenticate the records. 

All of the following records should be signed 

 Specifications 

 Raw material specification 

 Malt analysis 

 Production shift 

 Batch requirements 

 Work notes 

 Maintenance requirements 

 Safety requirements  
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Information Sheet 3- communicating information records 

 

The ability to communicate effectively with superiors, colleagues, and staff is essential, no 

matter what industry you work in. Workers in the digital age must know how to effectively 

convey and receive messages in person as well as via phone, email, and social media.as malt 

grain preparation operator you have to develop effective communication skills. Once you 

perform your operation you are responsible to communicate information records that you 

keep. In order to do this effectively first you should check that your records include all 

workplace information and whether they are signed.   

Communication Skills  

Listening  

Being a good listener is one of the best ways to be a good communicator. No one likes 

communicating with someone who cares only about putting in her two cents and does not 

take the time to listen to the other person. If you're not a good listener, it's going to be hard to 

comprehend what you're being asked to do.  

Take the time to practice active listening. Active listening involves paying close attention to 

what the other person is saying, asking clarifying questions, and rephrasing what the person 

says to ensure understanding ("So, what you're saying is…"). Through active listening, you 

can better understand what the other person is trying to say, and can respond appropriately.  

Nonverbal Communication  

Your body language, eye contact, hand gestures, and tone of voice all color the message you 

are trying to convey.  

A relaxed, open stance (arms open, legs relaxed), and a friendly tone will make you appear 

approachable and will encourage others to speak openly with you. 

Eye contact is also important; you want to look the person in the eye to demonstrate that you 

are focused on them and the conversation. (However, be sure not to stare at the person, 

which can make him or her uncomfortable.)  
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Also, pay attention to other people's nonverbal signals while you are talking. Often, nonverbal 

cues convey how a person is really feeling. For example, if the person is not looking you in the 

eye, he or she might be uncomfortable or hiding the truth.  

 Clarity and Concision  

Good verbal communication means saying just enough—don‘t talk too much or too little. Try 

to convey your message in as few words as possible. Say what you want clearly and directly, 

whether you're speaking to someone in person, on the phone, or via email. If you ramble on, 

your listener will either tune you out or will be unsure of exactly what you want.  

Think about what you want to say before you say it. This will help you to avoid talking 

excessively or confusing your audience. 

 Friendliness  

Through a friendly tone, a personal question, or simply a smile, you will encourage your co-

workers to engage in open and honest communication with you. It's important to be polite in 

all your workplace communications.  

This is important in both face-to-face and written communication. When you can, personalize 

your emails to co-workers and/or employees – a quick "I hope you all had a good weekend" at 

the start of an email can personalize a message and make the recipient feel more 

appreciated.  

 Confidence  

It is important to be confident in your interactions with others. Confidence shows your co-

workers that you believe in what you‘re saying and will follow through.  

Exuding confidence can be as simple as making eye contact or using a firm but friendly tone. 

Avoid making statements sound like questions. Of course, be careful not to sound arrogant or 

aggressive. Be sure you are always listening to and empathizing with the other person.  

 Open-Mindedness  

A good communicator should enter into any conversation with a flexible, open mind. Be open 

to listening to and understanding the other person's point of view, rather than simply getting 

your message across.  

By being willing to enter into a dialogue, even with people with whom you disagree, you will be 

able to have more honest, productive conversations.  

 Respect  
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People will be more open to communicating with you if you convey respect for them and their 

ideas. Simple actions like using a person's name, making eye contact, and actively listening 

when a person speaks will make the person feel appreciated. On the phone, avoid 

distractions and stay focused on the conversation.  

Convey respect through email by taking the time to edit your message. If you send a sloppily 

written, confusing email, the recipient will think that you do not respect her enough to think 

through your communication with her.  

 Feedback  

Being able to give and receive feedback appropriately is an important communication skill. 

Managers and supervisors should continuously look for ways to provide employees with 

constructive feedback, be it through email, phone calls, or weekly status updates.  Giving 

feedback involves giving praise as well – something as simple as saying "good job" or "thanks 

for taking care of that" to an employee can greatly increase motivation. 

Similarly, you should be able to accept and even encourage feedback from others. Listen to 

the feedback you are given, ask clarifying questions if you are unsure of the issue, and make 

efforts to implement the feedback.  

 Picking the Right Medium  

An important communication skill is to simply know what form of communication to use. For 

example, some serious conversations (layoffs, resignation, changes in salary, etc.) are almost 

always best done in person.  

You should also think about the person with whom you wish to speak, if they are a very busy 

person (such as your boss, perhaps), you might want to convey your message through email. 

People will appreciate your thoughtful means of communication and will be more likely to 

respond positively to you.   
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Workplace Information records can be kept in different method but malt industries use 

Paper passed storage and Electronic storage method. 

4.1 Paper - Based Storage 

Record storage & equipment depends on the space available, the security required, the 

frequency of access needed, the nature of the records to be stored, the number of people 

accessing the records and protection from climatic variations. 

 

   Fig paper based record storage 

Malt industries prefer to store paper based record in filing cabinets. 

 

Fig 43 cabinets record storage 

 

Information Sheet 4- keeping information records 
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4.2 Electronic Storage 

Nowadays many records are kept electronically. They are convenient and don’t use up too 

much space.  

Electronic records include: 

 Computer databases  

 Electronic correspondence egg- email 

 Computer files of letters, memos and other documents. 

The files are usually stored in the hard drive of the computer and copied for back-up and 

transportation. 

Confidentiality and Security  

It is important to take satisfactory measures to ensure information in files is kept confidential. 

It is therefore important that files are: 

 not to be left unattended 

 locked securely when not in use 

 accessed by authorized staff only 

 accessed either via the authorized person (paper based) or a username / password 

(electronic based) 

Access might be coded in various levels. For example: 

 

Green may be for Open Access where files are freely available for 

operators 

 

Purple may be for Restricted Access where records can be borrowed 

only with authorization. 

 

Red files are High Security and only accessible to authorized personnel 
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WEB ADDRESSES 

1 http://www.uky.edu/Agriculture/Entomology/entfacts/efpdflst.htm 

2 http://agweb.okstate.edu/pearl/insects/crop/f-7180.pdf 


